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OffiCials debate
Karivan fares

By Tom Mooney
.
financial affairs and adminisJunior Karen Barbour 1s a tration.
commuter. She lives in Dover,
"I don't think we can make
By Peter Schlesinger
· but must travel to Portsmouth the uniform change this
Anger and bewilderment was
three times a week for an semester," he said.
expressed by many UNH
. internship.
Bachich agreed a uniform
faculty members wh~ attended
The thought of having to pay rate would be easier for
this_year's first meeting of_ the
an additionai $70 to ride the students as well as
UNH Chapter ot the A!Ilenc_an
Kari-Van bus to Portsmouth administrat10n, but could the
not
Association of Un1vers1ty
after already paying $60 for a disrupt the rates now which are
Professors.
semester pass to Dover does also being paid by a percentage
"Very simply, no one kn~ws
not please her.
of the public ridership.
just what is going on r~gardmg
"How do I feel about it? I'm
"We are into areas we have
merit increases, pay raises, and
angry," she said.
never been in before in the
parking fees," said Carl
Barbour was just one of past," said Bachich. "It's going
Dawson, chairman of the
about 35 concerned commuters to take some time to solve these
English department, addre~swho turned out for the
problems."
ing Frank Bachich, ~NH vi_ce
Wednesday at Noon Series this
Bae hich- said student
president for financial affairs I
week to discuss the Kari-Van ridership makes up about
85
and administration.
service with University percent of the bus service which
"There is no mJdium for·
officials.
has sub-contracted all its
consultation with the faculty,"
Perhaps the biggest concern business to the
Timberlane
continued Dawson, about the
of the commuters was not the Tral"lsportation Co.
of
fact that most policy changes
increased fare this semester but Haverhill Mass.
are made by the UNH Trust~es
the non-uniformity of the rates,
"I don't see student ridership
and usually over vacation
depending on the"'zone"; either going down in the next two
periods when there are few
Portsmouth-Exeter or the years," said Bachich. "What
faculty around to disagree.
· Dover ,Newmarket, and changes made
(in the Kari-Van
Bachich, who came to the .
Durham zone.
service)
will
have
students as a
meeting to explain the
According to a Commuter
top
priority.
"Greg
Sanborn, ;
apparently unplanned 20%
Advocate survey based on a
reduction in last week's faculty
random sampling of ·100 dean of student affairs,emphaschecks. fielded many questions
students, only 10 percent ized the importance of student
from the almost 60 reasonably
, approve of the new zone ·inout in .the future of the bus
Service.
unruly faculty members in
system.
attendance, over a wide area of
"Negotiating i·s very
The survey shows that
subjects. d
. k ,, .d
.,,
.
, li'llililllll■
I'
students would b$e willing bto important," said Sanborn, "we
"We ma e a m1sta e, a1
, L~
"M
pay a uniformed
rate to e want to improve the service to
Bachich, accepting _J:esponsiHamilton Smith Hall received a new coat of bright white paint
able to travel 70
to all the all students and faculty as well .
bility but not blame for the
this summer. (Tim Skeer photo)
commnities rather than be as the public. Help us out and
error in the pay checks. "And I L _________...;.._____________ ____, limited to those communities let us know what you think of
can't guarantee that . it won't
this system."
their passes specify.
Although the Kari-Van
FACULTY, page 18
.
"Passes are only good for the
service is sub-contracted to
routes they're boughtfor,"said Timberlane Co., future
William Puffer, supervisor of decisions on price
increases, in ·
Kari-Van service. bus fare will be determined by
:.,
·
. registr~tion for a bicycle costs
But despite the grievances
By Maggie McKowen
·campus is $10 down from $50 50 _c_ent~.
_
.
.
about the 'zoning system, a the University, said Bachich~ _
Another question raised by
When it's 9: 15, you're late for and seco~d, _the fi.tte for a
T-hete.-)s_ 0~1✓e, ~~cept10n 'to' change _is not likely _to be seen
class and you can't find a place counterfeit ticket mcreased the taculty parkuig tee, said this semester, said Frank some of the com~uters was the
to park, don't choose the lawn from $25 to $50.
.
. · David Rlanders, Director of Bachic'i1, vice · preside~t for
KARIVAN, page 16
or
create
a
spot
on
the
edge
of
Fines
given
for
parkm~
m
_:..___._!P!_A~R~K~l_
::N~G~,~p~a~g~e~l
7~------------------------:-l
the parking lot. If you do, the areas other
tha~ ~~ose spec1fie_~

• f ees·
· expIame
• d _
La.test ·p ark Ing

UNHDivisionofPublicSafety
will
be looking,,Jor you with a
long list of fine\.
Since last yeari there <1re two
changes in part<'ing violation
fines. First, the charge for
having a non tin iv er sit y
registered ,automobile on
·
.,,,.
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range from $~ to $50
with most of the fines m the $5
to $_15 range..
.
, Violators will_ no longer fmd
it easy to a~oid payment of
their fines, said Flanders.
"We now have a com~,uter!o
track down people, said
Flanders. "It used to take 30 to
90 days to send out a riotice and
now it will take only 10 to 15
days."
Students, staff and faculty
will have seven days to either
pay their fine or submit an
appeal form. The form which
can be obtained at Janeto-s
House will be submitted to the
Parking and Traffic Appeals
Board for consideration.
This year, faculty, and st aff
members have to pay to park
on campus and student parking
fees increased from an annual
$5 charge to a $7.50 fee per
semester.
Faculty and staff must pay a
d
2
$15 annual fee an
a $
surcharge for each additional
car they wish to have registered
with the university.
The charge to register a
motorcycle is $5 and

;Grenade f◄ound._, '(!n 'car,i,p _us path'
By Tracy Carlson
UNH Graduate student
Michael Beliveau discovered
Monday afternoon that you
can find just about ·anything
along the paths of campus even a hand grenade.
The grenade was dismantled
and found to contain no
explosives.
.
Beliveau was walkmg along
the path between Hubbard and
Philbrook Dining Hall at
about 5:30 when he saw an
object in the dirt and began to
kick at it with his foot.
"I could see it was made out
of metal," he said, "and I
thought this can't be what I
think it is."
Beliveau said he got down on
his knees and brushed the dirt
away from it with his hands.
"I looked at it a third time
and then decided to call the·
police. I thought they'd think I
was a fool," he said.
It took them about twenty
minutes to respond to the call.

Belivaau said he didn't think
they believed him.
.
University safety officer
Richard Bates uncovered the
grenade and put his finger over
the hole where the pin should
have been. He then took the
grenade to the open ~ield ·
behind the Oyster River
Elementary School.
Beliveau said he couldn't see
if there was a pin in the grenade
when he partially uncovered it.
"I didn't want to deal with it at
that point," he said.
. Officers determined the
grenade was probabl~ a
training device and con tamed
no explosives, because of the
coloring and appearance.
. Beliveau said the grenade
looked like it had been there for
awhile and that the ground
around it was hard-packed.
A state bomb specialist
arrived at the field around 7 pm
and confirmed that the grenade
was not dangerous after he
dismantled it and .. found no

explosives.
Be~iveau said, :!just wonder
how 1t got there.

Michael Belliveau, the UNH
student' who found a hand
granade at UNH this week.
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NEWS IN BRIEF
.

Professor Baum studies rat
behavior lll open environment

I

-~·.Arafat meets with Pope

INTERNATIONAL
VATICAN CITY - Wearing his customary combat
uniform and traditional Arab headdress but leaving his pistol
behind him, PLO leader Yasser Arafat met with Pope John
Paul II Wednesday, prompting a storm of Israeli criticism.
Israel charged that the head of the Roman Catholic church
had received the leader of "an organization of murderers." A
Vatican spokesman rejecte~ the Israeli charges saying ~h~t
Arafat and the Pontiff discussed the recent Arab summit m
Fez, Morocco, the plight of Christians in Lebanon and the
problem of Jerusalem.

NATIONAL
Sen at~ defeats H~lms bill
wASHINGTON - The Senate narrowly defeated on
Wednesday an anti-abortion bill by Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N .C.
and supported by President Ronald Re_agan.
.
The vote, 47-46 to table the measure, was seen as a ~rnmatic
defeat to . President Reagan and the new ngh! by
Congressional insiders. Fol_lowing. the vote,. Helms said he
would not carry his campaign agamst abortion any further
this year.
·

Insurance fraud revealed
~

1

SAN JOSE, C;lif~ - Following a tip from Connie
Martinez, police arrested on Monday a_former Lockheed
computer technician for insurance fraud.
.
.
.
The man, Robert Yarrington, 47, had his girlf~iend,
Martinez and another man, Bruce Kraft, 29, hack off his left
foot with a hatchet in a fake accident in order to collect
$210,000 in insurance money.
·
According to police, Martinez told police about the fraud
because it bothered her conscience. Martinez was granted
immunity from prosecution.

LOC'AL
Congress rep available
DOVER - Congressman Norm D'Amours area
representative, Anita Freedman, will be available to
constituents in Dover's municipal building on Wednesday,
September 22 from l 0:30 a.m. to 12:00.
Freedman will then go to the town hall in Lee from
l 2:30p.m. to I :30 p.m.

Red Cross needs blood
Blood collections have been falling short of demands,
according to Durham Red Cross Blood Chairman Jerry
Stearns.
Since August, hospital _usage_ has _been far abov~ normal
and this is now a very senous situat10n, Stearns sai_d.
.
O positive, A positive, 0 negative, and B negative have
been running low and are badly needed.
· The blood drive starts this Monday, Sept. 20 and runs
through Thursday, Sept. 23 at the MU B from IO am to 3 _pm.

Hot days, cool nights
Today will be clear with highs in the 70s according to the
National Weather Service in Concord.
Tonight will be clear with lows in the 40s followed by
cloudy skies, a chance of afternoon showers and highs in the
70s tomorrow.

By M.L. Sleep
. Wearing a white lab coat
over his street clothes, he gently
picks up one of his subjects
with a leather-gloved hand. His
facial expression is obscured by
the medium long, brown beard
and moustache. As he turns to
his assistant to call off the
weight of the rat, his glasses
reflect the glare of the ceiling
light. Returning it to the box,
he picks up one of the rat's
offspring. He says it is about
the size of the mice he used to
work with. as a child...
That interest in small
Pxperi menta I animals has
followed Associate Professor
of Psychology, William M.
Baum through two decadeS- of
work in the field of ethology
(the scientific study of animal
behavior).
Baum is currently working
on two innovative experiments ·
to study the behavior of rats
and pigeons in specially
equipped habitats.
"My interest in animal
behavior all started when I was
a child," Baum said. "Even
though I grew up and lived in
an apartment in New York
City, I always had !Urtles and
1
birds ·and mice."
.
"In high school I trained
mice to run in a maze. I set up a
.maze in my bedroom that took
up the whole floor of my
roomt he said.
Baum's first experiments
with the mice studied the effects
of intelligence and social
dom.inance. During high
school he entered and won the
New York State Science ·
Competition.
After graduating from high
school, Baum was awarded a
scholarship to study at
Harvard University. While
there, he attended a course in
human behavior taught" by Dr.
B.F. Skinner, a noted
behavioral psychologist.
"That course really made a
deep impression on me," Baum
said. "I had intended to major
in biology; I didn't know
psychologists studied_ anim~l
behavior. So, I maJored m
psychology and did my
undergrad thesis on 'choi{.;c in
the rat.'
·
"I graduated from college in
1961, not sure what I wanted to
do. There were periods in my

Associate Professor William Baun, -~nd
photo)

arat. (Mike Kaplan

life when I agonized over what I graduate work which included
would do--between science and a year of study at the University
art," Baum said. "My father is of Cambridge in England.
..an artist. I showed artistic
"I started studying pigeons
talent from a very young age. while I was at Harvard. I had
When I graduated from college bought a wooden frame house
~and announced I wanted to be in Cambridge (Massachusetts)
an artist he was very with a finished attic. There was
discouraging.
a place under the eaves where a
"I did try it out. I stuck to bunch of wild pigeons had
representational painting and gotten in and were living there.
· drawing, pen and ink, and My first impulse was to chase
sketching," Baum said. "I also them out and board it up. Then
did some innovative sculpture it dawned on me that this was a
with glass. I ultimately found golden opportunity. I ran to the
out my greater talent was in lab and got equipment and
science. It was a difficult within two days they were
choice."
trained to peck at the machine
"I kind of thought he had a and get food," Baum said.
kind of mind that can function _ "It was like stepping over the
in a different direction," said threshold. I had found a way to
his father, Mark Baum. "To relate the rules and kinds of
become an artist you have to things found in the lab. It was a
have a one way mind--a talent step towards finding out how
that is specific. After a while he we get from buttons and food
decided he would prefer to -g o hoppers to the grains and grass
into science."
of nature," Baum sajd :.
Baum received his PhD. in
BA UM, page 22
psychology from Harvard in
1966 after five _yea~s _of _post-

Scorpio's bar moves to Nick's
By Julie Hanauer
night."
Arriving back at school,
When the drinking age was
some of you may have noticed raised, the bar lost its largest
that the bar Scorpios was group of customers, the
missing. But fear not, it's been freshmen and sophomores.
found. Scorpio II's is now
Right now th_e old Scorpio's
located below Nick's on Main building is being renovated and
Street in Durham.
converted into a store. A lh by
Scorpio's was previously 48 foot addition is being built located on Madbury Road to provide cooler space for beer
across from the Lambda Chi and soda.
fraternity house ."
The store, which will be
When asked why Scorpio's · called Cornucopia Provisions,
was . moved,- Mike Levy, will occupy the lowes level of
manager of both ,Scorpio's and the building while the upper
Nick's, said, "The change in the floor will be converted int9
·drinking age hurt and business professional offices, scheduled
was down. Basically, the space to open in the spring.
could be better utilized."
General grocery items wNl be
Levy said that in I977 when offered as well as a deli, party
he started managing Scoprio's, supplies, fresh produce and
"There were lines outside every kegs, which customers can have .

delivered.
Levy said Scorpio II 's. ~ill
carry on "in the same tradit10n
as the old Scorpio's. A place
where everyone can go and
have a good time. It will be~
basically a beer hall with a DJ
on Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday nights and happy
hour on Friday afterno_ons."
In the middle of last spring,
the owners decided to change
locations. Renovation of the
old Scorpio's, scheduled for
this summer, · wasn't able to
begin until last Monday
because of legal difficulties
with the town.
Levy, who will be managing
Cornucopia with Jim Murph~,
expects the store to I open m
early November.
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Acacia returns a.f ter
two years absenc e

Exces·s
land is gift
to UNH
By David Andrews
Upon recommendation by
Governor Hugh Gallen's
Management Review Committee the university system is
currently reviewing all land
parcels donated to it to
determine if those parcels can
be sold to raise revenue.
The committee, which made
250 recommendations statewide, 14 which pertained to
UNH, said that $2.7 million
worth of land that is currently
not being used or is being
"wa.,tcd" oould be sold.

"We are a land grant
university. The federal an4
state government deeded land
to UNH as part of legislative
action taken 100 years ago,"
Frank Bachich, vice-president
for financial affairs and
administration said. "We have
received land from various
people and some land grants
have restrictions on it."
Much of the land donated
through wills has restrictions
put on it by the bequester. For
example, recently a wealthy

The stove in Acacia fraterniiy, in need of repairs. (Tim Skeer
photo)

woman from Massachusett-s
donated to UNH in her will, a
large tract of land worth at least
$200,000 according to John
Hose, executive assistant to the
president.
"Because of 'the conditions
(put •on the land by the woman
for UNH to receive it) UNH
will decide if i~ _is J~_rep~_red to

meet the conditions," Hose
said.
According to Bachich, much
of the land the committee
recommended UNH should sell
has various stipulations put on
it when donated. "Now we have
to go in and see what kind of
LAND, page 8

Catnip wants .to expand capacit y
By Larry LaPoint
The owners of the Catnjp
Pub will probably have to wait
until Monday to find out
whether or not the town will
allow them to go ahead with
their proposed expansion.
The pub has been planning
to expand since July, according
to manager Thomas Clancy,
and their proposed plans have
already received the approval
of the Liquor Commission and
the Fire Department. ·
Durham Selectmen denied
the pub a building permit in
August because of a town
ordinance which prohibit
establishments selling alcoholic
beverages to be located within
200 feet of each other.
The Catnip Pub is closer
than 200 feet to a neighboring
bar, Nick's, but was originally
excused since both establishments existed before the
ordinance. Se I e ct m e•n,
however, said that an
expansion was a violation of
that ordinance.
The owners had to apply for
a variance from the Zoning
Board of Adjustment. They
appeared before the Boarcl!his

Ceremon y
on -Tuesday
University President Evelyn
Handler will lead a convocations Tuesday afternoon to
inaugurate the 1982-83
academic year.
. Student Body President
Karen Johnson and Gordon
Haaland, vice president of
Academic Affairs will also
speak at the ceremony, from I
to 2 p.m. in front of DeMeritt
Hall.
The UNH band will open
and close the convocation with
music.
All students and faculty are
invited to attend the ceremony.
The rain date is September 23.
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past week and are expecting the
Board's decision by Monday.
If the variance is denied, the
owners will have to decide
whether to drop their
expansion plans or bring their
case to court.

"That's a possibility we don't
even want to think about,"
Clancy said. "We're going into
this with a very positive

-

CATNIP, page 10

By Deirdre Wilson
student organization last fall. ·
. After two years as a The group lost their status as a
residence area for on-campus student organization three
UNH females, the Acacia years ago as a result of "a large
fraternity house is back in that number of infractions,
fraternity's possession.
outstanding bills, and a poor
The Acacia Building attitude," a~cording to 1982
Corporation and Residential Acacia President Paul Stark.
Life are still negotiating over "They basically abused
damages to the building during everything."
the time it was leased to
There are currently forty-five
Acacia brothers on ·campus,
Residential Life.
Resdidential Life is presently thirty-six of which are living at
waiting for a new list of the Mill Road house.
damages on the building after
Stark said the group had
being informed that the first done several repairs themselves
list, from the Acacia Building on the house, including overall
Corporation, was incomplete.
cleaning and painting the
"The hill we have received so whole interior.
far comes to about $1500 .00 in
The fraternity contracted to
damages," Director of have a new roof put on this past
Residential Life Carol Bischoff summer, and expects to have a
said. "Holes in the walls, new floor, ceiling, and bar put
damage to a twenty minute fire in the basement soon. "We're
door, window screens, chipped also hoping to install a new
paint, and storm windows, are kitchen eventually," Stark said.
some of the things on the list we
Of the Acacia group as a
have," she said.
whole, Stark said, "I think it's
Bischoff said she recieved the all going exceptionally Well.
list on May 28, 1982, as the The guys have done a lot of
lease for the building was about work on the house. They have a
good attitude . Everything
to expire.
_
· "We discussed the damages really surpassed my expectat- ·
here, gave the Acacia Building ions."
The damag~ repair ·bills still
_Corporation an offer, and then
·were told by a representative in negotiation are not expected
that this wasn't a complete list to be extraordinary, according
to Carol Bischoff.
of the damages," she said.
"We'll take a look at the new
Residential Life wrote a
letter to Acacia Building list. Certainly we want to work
Corporation Treasurer Fred very cooperatively with them.
Atwood, expressing the need We've been working together.
for a new list of damages in We've already determined what
August. Buschoff said was or wasn't normal damage. I
Residential Life is stiU waiting have every reason to believe a
final settlement will be
for that list to arrive.
Acacia fraternity re- realized._"
established its~lf _a~_ '!__ UNH

Where does;-studen t activity money go?
By Patricia O 'Den ·
coffeehouses.
passes the training program.
New plans include rewiring
Students had to pay a $41.00
The · s tudent Television
WUNH, the school FM and remodeling the studio over
Student Activity Fee (SAF) Network (STVN) received a
radio station, is basically winter break, as well .. as
this fall which provided most of substancial increase in its "satisfied" with its SAF campaign coverage this year.
the $373,502.31 budget for funding this year. STVN funding according to General
The Me_morial Stud_ent
student organizations.
produces a once-weekly news Manager Michael PouliopouSAFC, page 8
In order to set the fee at show, as well as various . los.
$41.00 even, $402.31 had to be specials_ tproughout the year.
drawn from the SAF Overage Accordmg to General Manager
Fund. Without that, each Paul Morin, STVN would like
student would have had to pay to be able to broadcast directly
an extra four cents.
to the dormitories.
There are twelve student
This would, however, be
organizations which receive · quite txpensive and is not likely
and sending out press releases
SAF funding.
to happen in the near future.
By Patty Adams
"I had to make a lot of calls
The Student Press, like most
The Student Commitee on
Working thirty hours a week apd let the papers and radi
other SAF funded organiza- .Popular Entertainment without
getting paid may not know about changes," she s~ig
tions, is satisfied with the (SCOPE) ✓ will be sponsoring
~mount ot funding it receives. four concerts this semester, the be everyone's idea of the way to
BAISLEY, page 6
the summer. But for Sue
Expressing the general first of which will feature spend
Baisley, a st:nior communica- ··
consensus, Student Press Johnathan Edwards. Other tions major,
doing an
Publisher Tim Hilchey said, concerts throughout the year internship
with Congressional
"We could always use more" will feature other types of candidate Tony Campaigne
money, but said they have music, in order to satisfy all was worth
the hectic seven
"enough to do a good job."
tastes.
weeks.
The Student Press publishes
The Granite is responsible
"I learned so much about life
4-6 magazines each semester, as for producing UNH's and
the business world in
well as a once-weekly yearbook.
M_a nchester, N.H .." said
newspaper. In addition, this
This year, there was a
year they have taken over "The yoluntary cut in the budget, Baisley.
A native of Derry, Baisley
Commuter Advocate," which, which Mike Kaplan, co-chief has
been
according to Hilchey has photographer, said is teaching governmentinvolved in student
and went to N.H.
become a "totaly new paper."
staff members to "allocate Girls State while at Pinkerton
The Women's Center is a (their) time and skills better." Academy. She
said, however,
newly funded organization.
He· says it is definitely "not a her - main interest in the
Until this year, it received
cut in quality."
intership was learning more
funding through Programming
Cool-Aid sponsors both a about public relations.
Fund Organization (PFO).
drop-in center and a hotline.
Baisley's duties varied as the, '
According to Sharon
Both are intended to help only intern on a staff of,six.
O'Connor and Lisa Wother- students through personal
"I did
spoon, the Women's Center crises. There is also a referral little bit· aoflot of odd jobs; a
everything," she
will become more career service for those who need said. Most of
oriented this year, and will further counseling. Member- spent organizingher time was '
th~ computer
sponsor more_worksh~ps and ship is open to anyone who
rintouts . from Washin ton

UNH student .i nterns ·
with N .H. candid ate
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OF LIVING.
- GIVE TO THE
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Hens taken from dorlll room
A UNH head resident called
Public Safety Wednesday for
assistance in ·removing four
white, hens from his room,
according to the UNH Police
Safety Division.
The chicken,s had been put in
his room while he was sleeping

An employee of UN H
reported Tuesday,that sever_:~}
items of equipment were
missing from the Computer
Cluster Room. Estimate ofloss
is between $600 and $700. The
matter is under investigation.

Also Tuesday, a Public
Safety Officer was dispatched
to M urkland Hall to assist the
Durham Ambulance Corp in a
Medical Aid for a student who
by an unknown person. The had fainted during class. He
Head Resident has had some was transported to Hood
problems with residents of his · House by DAC to be checked.
dorm. The officers moved the
chickens to the UNH Poultry
An employee of INER
Barns.
reported that a IBM Selectric
Typewriter was missing from
Also Wednesday, a UNH their department. A descripfemale student reported a case tion of the typewriter was _given
ot simple assault on the to the officer; value when
'Walkway at the rear of the purchased was $450.00.
Library. The unknown male
attacker grabbed the victim by
A Resident Assistant
the shoulders and attempted to reported that one of the
kiss her.
residents in her dorm was
She fought him off making extremely depressed and had
him fall down; she then fled taken an unknown amount of
before he could get up.
medica tio:1. Public _Saf ~ty
. . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,-

Police News

Health Educatio~ Center

Health Services
Education Resources for
individuals and groups

Health Issues
Alcohol/ Drug Education _ Stress Man~gement
Birth Control Information
Nutrition
Sexuality
Care
Self
Promoting Healthy Lifestyles

NOW
notable
the
51;..% checkln~ account
Do make a note to stop by Seacoast Savings to open your 5¼%
NOW account . Why? a.) interest ayable monthly on a $5.00
minimum balance b.) one easily read monthly statement c.)
no service fees on $250. minimum balance d.) it's smart banking.
Come put our NOW account to the test at Seacoast Savings Ban~.

Information-Health Workshops-Consultation!ii
Resource Library-Peer Education
Internship and Work Study Opp'o rtunities

seacoast
savings Bank

Officers were dispatched to the
scene to assist the Durham
Ambulance Corp. The victim
has a history of being depressed
and is under professional care.
The victim was then
transported to the Dover
Hospital to be checked and was
later released.
A Student who is on the
volunteer Ambulance Corp
reported that his emergency
light from the top of his motor
vehicle was stolen while he was
on a ambulance run to the
Dover Hospital this date.
Value of light is $39.00. The
case is under investigation.
A visitor to UNH reported
Monday, that her vehicle had ·
been damaged while it was
parked in the lot near Adams
Tower. The window in the rear
of her vehicle had been
smashed by a large rock.
The cassette tape player and
a set of head phones along with
tapes were missing. Cost of
repair to vehicle not known but
items missing was valued at
$260.00 The matter is under
invetigation.
Also Monday, an employee
of the Athletic. Department
reported that two footbaJI
chargers had been stolen from
the rear footbalJ field sometime
over the weekend. The
approximate value of items
stolen was $200.00. Under
investigation.

SUBSCRIBE!
SUBSCRIBE!

537 Central Ave. 749-2150 Locust Street 749-2151 Weeks Circle 749-2152
Member F.D.I.C.
/

MUSO

Welcome to UNH!

photoscho ol and darkroom
Registration:
September 7-22
Room 148 MUB, 862-1485
Photoschool $40 (includes darkroom use)
Darkroom $30 (includes all chemicals)
For more information contact Chuck Huckins, Photoschool
Director, or Don Eva,Darkroom Director, at MUSO, 862-1485.

Bring your professor a Big-Chipper, and your
friends a bag of Little Chippers. Celebrate
orientation with a special Welcome to UNH
Super Cookie~ Remember. our •
Tll 1-"
cookies are Nur:nber. One. and
we want to help you be Number COOKII·.
Q J\ H
One. too~ Plus. with our new
Zone Pricing you can mail any'r--1/..~
I
•
M<1 ill St . I )urlMm -4'. _,,,
where m the uS.
I•

'

, , ! ) : ' ! ; J . ! ...

UNH wants to attract ·f acuity
By Kris Frieswick
One of the most annoying
problems that confronts the
administrators of the nations
universities and colleges is tha_t
of attracting and retaining
personnel.
The turn-over rate of
professors and other staff
members at the university level
is understandable when one
considers that there are plenty
of jobs waiting for them in the
business community that pay at
a considerably higher rate,
Because of the recent
economic crises, universities
have been unable to keep up
with salaries paid by businesses
competing with them for the .
best academic talent. This
situation has some administra-

There is apparently no set
way that the department heads
will decide what money will go
where but student enrollment,
projected enrollment. availability of positions. in the
business world and quality of
the present programs, are all
considerations.

OLD

CALENDAR

According to Hose, there
could be some grievance
among the faculty whose
departments are affected, but
he was also quick to point out
that 1n the long run this salary
move or any other that may
result from it, would certainly
be in the best interest of the
University as a whole.
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UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Faculty Review: Abeles,
Balderacchi, Laurent; and 3 Generations: Evans, Frank,
Papageorge. Paul Creative Arts Center. Monday-Wednesday, IO
a.m.-4 p.m.; Thursday, IO a.m.-8 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday, 1-5
p.m.; closed Fridays a~d University holidays. Through Oct. 20.
\

MEN'S SOCCER: vs . Boston College. Field House, 3 p.m.
DEADLINE: Last day to drop courses withour$IO late drop fee.
Graduate students: Last day to request audit without dean's
approval. .
WOMEN'S TENNIS: vs. Middlebury College. Field House, 3:30
p.m.

34 Locust Street
Dover, N.H. 03820

GALA BALL: Dancing, skits and historic costumes in celebration
of Durham's 250th anniversary. Historical exhibit and cash bar,
New England Center, 5-7 p.m.; dance, skits and grand march,
Strafford Rm., Memoria1 Union, 8 p.m.-midnight. $IO per person,
tickets available at T&C, Little Professor Bookstore and MUB. For
information, call 868-9692.

742-9808

tors worried a bout thf> qu~ lity

and future of higher education.
"The salaries offered by
universities are no longer
cons id e r·e d competitive
enough." said John R. H_ose,
executive assistant to President
Handler.
"University salaries have lost
their purchasing power," he
said.
The implications of this
situation, which range from
lower quality education to huge
classes, have concerned the
University system so much-that
it has decided to do something
about it.
The Board of Trustees has
just voted favorably on
instituting a · general five
percent salary increase plus· a
three percent merit increase
and a one percent optional
increase.
"Even -in· these difficult
times," said Hose, "the
University realizes th~t itff ;..,
important to b_e_ c!_~l~ t£. ~u.~f
salary improvements to all of
our employees, not just
faculty."
Because of these salary
increases, Hose· said the
University will ·be able to
compete on a higher level tor
·the most qualified people.
Before the increase was
adopted, UNH paid between
the fourth and fifth lowest
overall salary as compared to
the five other Public Land
Grant universities in New
England.
The turn-over rate was high,
but according to Hose, not any
higher than the other New
England universities.
"The problem won't go
awa.Y," he said, "but we are
facing it now before it gets out
of hand."
Of course, the money has to
come from somewhere.
When asked exactly where it
will come from, Hose said,
"Mostly from internal s~vings.
Certain programs will be
streamlined, departments will
shift their focus in order to
conserve money, and decisions
will be made on departmental
levels to determine where the
money from the budget can be
best utilized."

FRIDAY, September 17

. SATURDAY, September 18

. Me~bers & Guests Only

UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES:Faculty Jleview throug~ Oct.20 .
---

-·-.

FOOTBALL: vs. Boston University. Cowell Stadium, 1:30 p.m.
CONTRADANCE: Swallowtail. Sponsored by Country Dancers.
Strafford Rm., Memorial Union, 8:30 p:m. $2.50. Beginners
welcome- all dances taught. Please wear soft-soled shoes.

Don't you

. .deserve an or191nal

SUNDAY, September 19
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Faculty Review through Oct.
20.
MEN'S SOCCER: vs. Babson. F!eld House, 2 p.m.
MUSO FILM: "Dr. Strangelove: Or, How I Learned to Stop .
Worrying and Love the Bomb" (Stanley Kubrick). Strafford Rm.,
Memorial Union, 7 & 9:30 p.m. $1.

MONDAY, September 20
DEADLINE: Graduite studen.ts: Last day to withdraw and qualify
for 3/ 4 tuition refund.
DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: ''Give a Birthday Gift
on Durham's 250th." Granite State Rm., Memorial Union, IO a.m.-3
p.m. throug_h Sept. 23.
·- .

AMLL FILM: "Stroszek"(Werner Herzog). Rm. 1IO, Murkland,7p.m.
..
-- THE RED NORVO TRIO: Traditionaljazz with Red Norvo, vibes;
Tai Farlow, guitar; and Steve Novosel, bass. Strafford Rm.,
Memorial Union, 8 p.m. General $3.50; students $2.50. Tickets
available at the door or the MUB Ticket office, 862-2290.

TUESDAY, September 21

-

-

UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Faculty Review through Oct. 20.

•

89 Market St. ·
Portsmouth, N.H.
Open every day ~til late.
436-8338

MUB MINI-COURSE REGISTRATION: Programming Office;
Rm. J 26, Memorial Union, 9 a.m.-noon and 1-4 p.m. Through Sept.
23.

•

DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: Granite State Rm.,.
Memorial Union, IO a.m.-3 p.m. through Sept. 23.
WOMEN'S STUDIES BAG LUNCH: Patsy Schweikart: Science
and Technology in Feminist Utopias. Hillsborough-Sullivan Rm.,
Memorial Upion, 12:30-2 p.m.
UNIVERSITY CONVOCATION: All students, faculty and staff
are invited to attend this inauguration of the 1982-83 academic year.
Field House, 1-2 p.m.

BEIN THE
FOREFRONT
OF TODAY'S
TECHNOLOGY
ASAN AIR
FORCE
ENGINEER

AMLL FILM: "Stroszek"(Werner Herzog). Rm, 303, James, 4 p.m.

Consumer Board
Nevv Members Invited

Our engineering officers are planning and
designing tomorrow's weapon systems today.
Many are seeing their ideas and · concepts
materialize. They have the finest, state-of.the-art equipment to test their theories. The
working environment is conducive to research.
And Air Force experience is second to none.
You can be part of this dynamic team if you
have an engineering degree. Your first step
will be Officer Training School. Help us shape
our future as we help you start yours. Be an
engineering officer in the Air Force. Contact
your Air Force recruiter at 603-625-4737,
TSgt. Bob Fouquette. Call Collect.

Opportunities for Board -Members:
Represent health concerns of students,
understanding of the health care
influence and improve the student
services, advocate consumensm and
· education, gain experience for
advancement.

gain an
system,
health
health
career

Organizational Meeting
Wed. Sept. 22, 1982
5 pm
Notch Room, MUB

0

B
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P
E
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For

information contact Steve Dieleman, Health
Educat_ion Center, Hood House, UNH 862-1987

------BA ISLE¥-- -

NOTICES

<continued from page 3)

ACADEMIC

SCHOLARSHIPS: Three $600 scholarships
available in fields of Plant Science, Forestry or
allied fields, sponsored by N.H. Federation of
Garden Clubs, Inc. Submit by October l st.
Applications available at Dean's Office.Taylor
Hall.
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: R . Alberto
Casa's: Homer and The Epic. Tuesday, Sept. 21,
Rm. 303, James Hall, 11-12:30 p.m.

ATHLETICS & RECREATION

SYNCHRONIZED SWIM CLUB
ORGANIZING: No experience necessary- bring
your suit. Introduction to water ballet, stunts,
basic movement patterns & swimming to music.
Monday, Sept. 20, Indoor Pool, Field House, 5:30
p.m.
SHOTO KAN KARATE CLUB: Instruction in
self-defense, confidence building & self discipline.
Come reaay to try. sponsorea t>y Recreatio nal
Sports. Tuesday, Sept. 21, N.H. Hall Gym, 5 p.m.
JUDO CLUB: Come dressed to try Judo .
Sponsored by Recreational Sports. Tuesday, Sept.
21, Wrestling Rm, Field House, 7:30 p.m.

MENS VARSITY SWIMMING: Organizational
meeting for all who are interested. Monday, Sept.
20, Rm. 30, Field , House, 4 p.m.
YOUTH GYMNASTICS INSTRUCTION:
Registration: Sept. 20-29 , Rm . 151 , Field House
from 9-4 p.m. Classes held Sunday afternoons,
Oct. 3-Nov. 21 as follows: Grades l & 2, l-2 p.m. ;
Grades 3 & 4, 2-3 p.m .;Grades 5 & up , 3-4 p .m.$20 ,
due at registration with a recreation pass, $30
without pass.

CAREER
MUB INFORMATION TABLE: For students
who find it difficult to schedule regular
· appointments with Career Planning & Placement
Staff. Monday, Sept. 20, MUB Balcony table,
l :30-3:30 p.m.

RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP: Written
job-getting communication techinques. Sponsored
by Career Planning & Placement. Monday, Sept.
20, Forum Rm. Library, 6 p.m.

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION
WEEKLY MEETING: Wednesdays, Notch Rm.
Memorial Union, Noon-I p.m.

Baisley got the internship on
her own and will be receiving
four credits for an independent
Study. 1 According to Baisley,
"The DCE and independent
studies are excellent. You can
apply what you've le_a rned in
the classroom."
The internship lasted until

SUPPER AND VOLLEYBALL GAME:
Sponsored by Pr:_otestant Student Gathering.
Friday, Sept. 17, Community Church, Durham,
5:30 p.m.
WILDLIFE SOCIETY ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING: For anyone interested in nature.
Bring your ideas for this year's activities. Monday,
Sept. 20, Rm. 104 Pettee Hall, 7 p.m.

the September· 14 primary,
which Campaigne lost to .
Robert Smith.
Baisley will graduate in
December and is lo6king
forward to putting her
communications background
to work.

Read ...

The New Han1pshire

JUGGLING CLUB MEETING: Wednesdays,
Memorial Union, 7-1 l p.m.
,.

THE NONESUCH MORRIS (DANCE) TEAM

Mt.t. l INU: ~unaays, Newmarket I own Hall , 7-9
p .m. Recruiting new members on Sept. 19 & 26,
only. Sponsored by Country Dancers. For
additional information, call 664-2 I 23 or 868-7059 ,
or see us at the Contradance, Sept. 18, Memorial
Union.

COOL-AID MEETING:

For returning
members, Sunday, Sept. 19, Schofield House, 7

MOVIE: Sponsored by Iotervarsity Christian
Fellowship. Friday, Sept. 17, Oyster R iver
Elementary School, 7:30 p.m. Offering.

GENERAL
UNH DANCE THEATER COMPANY
AUDITIONS: Open . to all UNH Students.
Ad vanced level of dance experience required .
Directed by Jean Brown (modem); Larry
Robertson (ballet); and . Gay Nardone (jazz).
Sponsored by Dept. of Theater &
Communication. Monday, Sept. 20, Newman
Dance Studio, New Hampshire _Hall, 6 p .m .

FRA TERN/TIES, SORORITIES
TEAMS, CLUBS ...
( or any other group)
Clippership Lounge will be held open
one or two nights a week
exclusively for your use.
Dance Floor - Large Screen T.V.
Full Cocktail Lounge
X:OO p.m. - I :OOa .m .
Wed. 1-ri. a nd Sa l.
O pe n o the r fac~ . for
(jc ncrn l P uhl ic

u-1.·11
oF

ETER

ASSOC. FOR COMMUNICATIONS MAJORS
INTRO. MEETING: Tuesday, Sept. 21 , Sullivan
Rm., Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m .

WANT ED

659-5 124
20 'orth Mai n St.
!\ ,·,,mar~ct. \ . H.

HEALTH/ FITNESS CLUB -........

•

MosT AdvANCEd EXERciSE SysTEM AvAilAblE

•

TuNTURi CyclEs

•

AERobic/ JAzzlDANCE ClAssEs

•

ScANdiNAViAN STEAM BATl-t

•

10 JET Wl-tiRlpool

Interested? ·
Want to get involved?

•

HEAhl-t BAR

•

NutRiTioNAl CouNsEliNG

•

NuRSERy/BAby SiniNG

Contact Dave Chase at 2-1001

•

MASSAGE CENTER

•

PRofEssioNAl STAFF

•

ClEAN, AiR-CoNdiTiONEd fAciliTiEs

•

fRiENdly, RElAxiNG ENViRONMENT

Two students at large to sei:ve
on the pub board for the 1982-83
academic year

.STUDENT FITNESS SPECIAL

s 75

•7 Day Week Fitness Room Privileges 17 Nautilus machines,
Universal and comput~rized life-cycle training.
•Racquetball reservation privileges
•Sauna & whirlpool in each locker room
·
·
•Towel and day locker service
• Low court fees
•New, safe European
~'911::1-..
for 12 .9~E:81 _weeks
suntanning available.
No 1mt1at1on fee
.
·

ihe

The air-conditioned club,
restaurant and full-service
lounge - open for your
convenience 7 days a week.

A RACQUETBALL AND NAUTILUS FITNESS CLUB
-246 Route 16 • Somersworth
2 miles North of Weeks Traffic Circle

742-2163

Special UNH Student Afembership
School Year - s195oo

64 Epping Rd.
Exeter, NH
778-1818

-

THEJNEW HAMffSalRE' f~fV,Ai~.f~f;~T~~FiR :l ~•)., ~~Bj-; ·

TOMORR·OW NIGHT
with special guest CORMAC McCAR-T HY .
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SAFC(continued from page 3)
( continued from page 3)

la.nd is 'excess'," he said.
According to Director of
Development Bob Leberman,
each piece of land is different. '·
Sometimes even though there
are no ties to the land, the land
is restricted as far as how
money can be used when the
· land is sold, if the land can be
sold, he said.
· As a result, UNH will have to
review each plot of land to see if
it is being used, if it can be sold,
and if it is worth selling.
"We're talking months
before any land is even put up
for sale," Bachich said.

GET WITH. IT!

The NeW Hampshire

Peer· Education
in Health

PERMALENS.
Extended wear contacts
no~ available throug_h:

Optique
Lunette
· 466 Central Averiue
Dover, N.I:I. 03820

Join a Student Health
promotion group.

Organizational Meeting
Wednesday, September 22
7 p.m., Senate Room, ·MUB ·

74~~2094

.s17·5 .:e;::,t~l~ing case
. !Instructions
•All ~heduled follow-up care

.· -

.

Daily Wear Sbft Contacts still only

$

99

All past, present and interested
members invited.
Peer Educators are students. Peer Educators
encourage students to m~ke positive behavior
changes and informed decision related to health.

Union Organization (MUSO)
is responsible for films and
lectures presented in the MUB,
as well as for the entertainment
provided in the Pub.
According to Brenda Siegal,
MUSO President, "our Pub
budget was increased in order
to bring in better bands at a
cheaper cost" to the student.
"The New Hampshire", one
of UNH's student newspapers,
is one of the lowest funded of
the SAF organizations. Greg
Flemming, editor in chief said
"we 're very proud of that."
Jie claims to be "very
excited" about the coming
year, promising a "better than
ever" New Hampster issue.
The Programming Fund
Organization (PFO) is
resoonsible for the funding of
organizations that don't receive
SAF funding directly, such as
the International Student
Association . This is done
through the SAF Programming Fund.
The accounting for all SAF
funded organizations is done
by SAFO (the Student Activity
Fee Organization) Business
Office.
According to Jim Singer,
SAF chairperson, SAFC (The
Student Activity Fee Council)
"watches oyer" the money,
making sure it is used as it was
budgeted.
SAFC is actually a part of
the Senate.
. According · to Karen
Johnson, Student Body
President, the Senate evaluates
the decisions made by SAFC .
She feels the Senate has "a real
responsibility" to the students,
to see the money is budgeted
wisely.

includes-:
,
•Soft Contacts
• Lens care lit & carrying case
•Instructions
_•All foUow;up care

($2:() extra ~i!h thermal disinfection kit)

Ask Your Doctor
For Your Eyeglass Prescription ancf....
CALL Today For Your No Obligation
In Office Trial!
Student and Senior Citizen ·discounts
:do-not apply on Contacts or Sales

Credit and non-credit training course available

WOULD YOU LIKE TO MEET
SOME OF NEW ENGLAND'S TOP BANDS? ·

PEER SUPPORT
PROGRAM

MUSO is looking for a
for

PRODUCTION /SECURITY DIRECTOR

NONfRADffiON AL SllJDENfS
This exciting, paid position involves many varied responsibilities
including:
recruiting and training, non-police security and stage crews
.
. hiring marshalls for PUB events _
setting up and breaking down sets
and many more general production duties

For details stop by the MUSO office---room 1488 in
the MUB or call us at ·2-1485

Incoming nontraditional students
wishing -support and assistance with their
orientafion to the University may call the
Counseling and Testing Center at 8622090 to be put in contact with a more
experienced nontraditional student.

I

~U~iVersity of Ne~ HampshireStudent Convocation
. President Evelyn Handler
invites
· Students, Faculty, and Staff · ·
to a convocation inaugurating
the academic year.
\

.J
(

. Special performances by the .
UNH Marching Band
~

and Rick Shaw of the Shaw Brothers.
-

SEPTEMBER 21, 1982
· 1 - 2 ·P M

Demeritt Hall Lawn

Rain Date:
Septe·n iber 23
1-2 PM
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attitude." ·
The changes proposed by the
pub involve knocking out a
wall downstairs. The wall,
opposite to the bar, leads to a
room under Campus Carpet, so
no exterior construction would
be needed.
The changes would add 110
seats to the 55 that are there

now.
The look of the bar will be
pretty much the same,
according to Clancy. The
addition will have the familiar
low ceilings, red carpets, dim ,
lights, and mirrors of the old
place.
"We want to keep the
atmospher.e the same," Clancy

said. "That's 90% of the reason
people come here. They know
that this is a place you can come
to _have a couple of quiet
cocktails with friends. It's not a
pick-up place."
Clancy estimated that it
would take a little over two
weeks to complete the job, but
~ince much,ofthe work is on the

other side of the wall, the bar answered, the Catnip Pub will
would only have to close for have to wait.
three days.
"I could have plumbers,
electricians and carpenters in
here tomorrow," Clancy said.
"If we started tomorrow we
Society
American Gum
fightingWKW.
2,000,00()peopR
would be ready to open by the
I st of October. But.. .. "
But until_ th~ questions are

I

CAUTI ON

students
tor

RecucHna

THE NOW SOUND E-X PRESS
IS COMIN' AT YA!

Organizational Meeting
Tuesday, Sept. 21
7:00 p.m.
Hamilton-Smith (rm. 127)

One of the area's top DJ's will be· spinning
Some of the best dance music around

If unable to make meeting...
Call Jill

· Sunday, September 19
MUB PUB
· Admission: $1.00
·Brought to you by MU.SO

868-2962

For just half price you can check out all the latest
news, sports & features in the Boston Globe within the
privacy of your own room. That's right, ·the largest &
best read newspaper in New England is now yours for
half price ... A special rate which brings both the daily &
the Sunday Globe to your door.step. So act now.-.
AREA II •

Gibbs, Hunter, Englehardt, Hitchcock, Randall, Devine, Acacia

(;Jnw (;"rdm•r

AREA II

Hetzel, Alexander, Fairchild, Huddleston, Stanton House, "The Ghetto. "

Ed l.,amlry
or

Englehardt 312 2-1585

John Colbt•rt
22 Garrison Ave. Apt. D-1 868-2799

),•ff Cttrl'y

4 R E.4 I I I

Christensen

A RE.4 II I

Williamson

ARE.4 Ill

Hubbard

AREA I

McLaughlin, Congreve

606 Christensen 868-9826 or 2-2 I36
Kttthy Traynor
Hubbard 331 2-1739
K,•n Rou·t•s or />t•lt• 'lltt_Ydt•n
Hubbard 216 2-1576
,' ,u,• Rttyno
Smith Hall 303 2-2J62

Tiu• r,•sl of Art•a I 11111.~ Fratt•rnitil's an,/ Sororilit•.~

2-3904

,',l'f;CJ.-H, C-Ull'l'S RATE.',
$1.40 a week
Daily & Sunday

Daily Only
Sunday Only

.90 a week
.50 a week

Fall Term
$15.35
$10.35
$ 5.00

e Globes here!"

I
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UNH's trademark
'·

,.,,,.

! "--

.!

-~

.

SUBSCRIBE!

.

·,

COPY OF '!HIS AD .
(ADULTS) WORTH .s1.oo
AV THIS ATTRACTION_

SUBSCRIBE!
SUBSCRIBE!

:,~ '

i y\

SUBSCRIBE!
SUBSCRIBE!
SUBSCRIBE!

tiU'RHAM BIKE
.

TREK 728
TA~K 614

, -'y

;

Ultimate Touring Bike
~~t up to your specifications

_ -·-

,

.

Cannondale
book bags

Roleto &. Edsbyn 'mad skis
Bicycles; Trek, Fuji, Windsor, Lotus .
· . ~vocet, Be,I!. Cannondale
Repair. and Service on all makes
Mon _ Fri 9-5 Locks - Cables - Bars

._s~

s995

•· reg. sal_e
Jenkins Court
Durham, N.H. 03824··

Phone: 603-868-5634

The New Hampshire

f§)@ ~D{) & ~ g

.
.. i ]
e

Computer ·frame fitting ·~ custom gearing

Sat 9-3

~~WlP11 fSn ff?'if8[]@~ 21

'

U.N.H. STUDENTS
WE HAVE THE AREA'S

LARGEST-SELECTION AND LOWEST PRICES

on
\ FAMOUS BRAND FOOTWEAR!

~

liil

1imherlana~'

"-babnce•
AND MANY MORE

!SEPTEMBER SPECIAL!
"

SHOW. YOUR STUDENT I.D. AND SA\/E AN ADDITIONAL 10%
WILL Yoe GIVE THE 70,000

TH

PINT'?

RED'S -=

@OW~ W@~~ .@Ol?1f &if
Li[}{}~ ID1ID~~ fB[b@X§)@

~U~~

/N.H.'s LARGEST SHOE STORE!!

o o o

Broadway

Dover
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RECREATIONAL SPORTS
·ROUND....;•UP
.

-

Don't Be Left in the WakeLearn the newest Olympic sport!

Organizational Meeting
at Field House pool

We want you! Come join one of the
most exciting clubs on campus.

Monday Sept. 20th, 5:30-6:30

Bring your smt and synch with us!

Practice: Mon-Fri 3:30-5:30
at the indoor pool in the Field House
For information call the Recreational Sports Office
Room 151, Field House, 862-2031

Windsurfmg Club
Lessons
Competition
Recreational Sailing
,

We supp1y everything you need

Join us! Contact Rec. Office Rm 151

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 21 7:00 PM
Senate Room MUB

NEW ELIGIBILITY RULES FOR
CO-REC INTRAMURAL SPORTS
On a trial basis, the eligibility rules for Co-Rec Sports have been revised to permit any gro~p of fulltime undergraduate students to play on tpe same team regardless of living unit. Through this change we
are responding to stud·e nt desire to be permitted to form teams on a friendship basis and also to integrate
'
commuter and on-campus students within the program.
This change affects the Co-Rec Intramural program only! In the Men's and Women's Intramural
program, teams must still be formed on the basis of living unit.
In the Co-Rec division, any group of full-time undergraduate ; tudents may form a team. A team
composed of a mixture of dormitory, sorority, fraternity and / or commuter students must submit an
individual forfeiture fee. Dormitory, sorority or fraternity forfeiture fees may ·n ot be used to-cover mixed
teams. IF IN DOUBT OF A STUDENT'S ELIGIBILITY FOR ANY PROGRAM, PLEASE REFER
TO THE COMPLETE ELIGIBILITY GUIDELINES IN THE RECREATIONAL SPORTS
CALENDAR OR WITH THE REC SPORTS COORDINATORS. DO NOT RISK HAVING YOUR
.TEAM DISQUALIFIED BECAUSE OF AN ELIGIBILITY VIOLATION .

University Forum
--

.

Durham : a time, a place, a history
DURHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE
June 26, 1982
by Douglas Lanphier Wheeler
-A 250th Anniversary Poetic CommemorationViewing History's statley compendium;
Behold- Durham's quarter milennium.
A Place, A Time, A People, A Community
Before you were a place, there was an i
wilderness.
A Placeof wildness undefiled,
of bays and ocean inlets,
forest and field, salt mar
A Placea mi,ht ,fa rk hunt

of silent foray a
and wilderness
A Placea part of the
flat yet hill
rock and ti
with wate
Where Ii£
from the
the embr
muscular
A Placeof creatur ·
more tha
but four (
Seasons t
a little hot
From tim·
snows,
Mild Mays
A Placewhere pink-s
the sea,
·
landed to fish
to gather oyst
Forest and fie

, ,.
mbuntain:

f.·..

I

A Timefor building sea-going ships,
and paci~ets and gundalows, Oyster River
gondolas.
A~,pp
hunters so tt-wtu: to
..-store .
- · t-w -

rmsa
-n ~ ea
s and field·, salt marsh and riv
Time. of change from -a small-schooled village,
to a new university town.
with as many halls as professors.
New Hampshire's own university rose from hay
fields,
·· _ ,;.::~'.:.~:.'.··
the gift of a native son,
....;:.:: . • .for harvesting not just granite for foundations,

. I

Forest and field, salt marsh and river.
A Communityof individuals all,
each with country needs.
Of bird followers binocular,
who mark the woodthrush and chickadee
and love the high intruder,
'
seagulls o~ the fishy shreik and wishful swoop . .
ommumtyoung and old,
i between,
h se appled woods,
la bo rd kingdoms, bought and sold,
o ' es Maam, but certainly historic,"
ad.
rds,
ifts from other skies,
nests,
ui;pmer People,

:}::.!i }::~~~n!inds
0

:c · • ·•c:-

y fingers,
· ..

by Douglas Lanphier Wheeler

atid spirits of the young, •
.. and not-so-young.
. . ~......... A. Time...
-:::.~'.:.of. toil and prospects,
...-•·" ·:.::-::;:::::::;Iiinn-1.rozell-mornings to days of blazing· heat,
•··
··
cements and, the crownin

pt, \
I busine\s (\nd more) at Town
1
e \ kqow, after Eleven,
l

I i

forebdarance, ___
s ro U$t, Ithe Moderator's
J

I

rday ciontinuance.
et ' own Meeting's
I

j
~ ifbljtic. and pofiti .al,
el~
on¢e ew danger, now old,
tP-"'"•<1,uger'J. oli refinery in Durham,
pea_I cr,ft9)' done.
1ty-

•

~~WJ

;el:,:z?m:fs:ri~~d river,
In Time, you grew fr
g
> ore-sa:ving war and won,
and then a township.
~
in<ti✓1ne, with a nation watching.
A TimeA Co~umt5'~ / /
of colonial settlement and s ·fe,
of indi}8ua,Js fp~nding a future together. tragic wars and pestilence;-"'·"~
ome are~at,ive by birth,
. when Oyster River's future..,..._ s~m
blo
many, p69"6rn hereabouts, are native by spirit ·
dimmed,
~ ·""'
and d5Cd, /
~
with cries in the night.
"· "
nd tribes
.
I
~~cte'1ed in league with Community sentiment.
Dark hunters came and slipped away>-'""
eopleY '
' .,.,,/Ap.,flrmy of faithful volunteers, along with
A Time,,...
of wonder,e1s varlet{ too,
. _,,,.,/,,.,.An inkers and writers, type rs, cooks and
of brave captives,
',
dreamers-4d doers,-,f vario
~s.
__ ,,,....,>~,,.// carp~nters,
.
.
of women and wives courageous,
~"', ttd-m.u..~~~!ans and fflancers an~-~£•enee·pe__gple;
printers and mechanics, farm and dairy persons.
and hard days and harder nights.
""aruw.e_~chers~-ductors·,lawyers·and faculty, not a
And from generation to generation
Forest and field, salt marsh and river.
few.
···---w,w-....,____
students who were, students to be,'
A TimeOf students and townspeopleand students who would always.
of rebellion colonial and imperial invasion,
students to be and students who were
of patriot call to arms and new nation and state,
and students who would always.
Durham, New Hampshire (1732-1982)
of settling ac~ounts for posterity,
.
in the ledger of New Hampshire independency.
Of all the things you became,
Viewing· History's stately compendium,
A TimeCommunity is the greatest, the hardest to be and to
Rejoice-Durham's quart~r milennium!
when Oyster River town became Durham,
remain.
a village was built on a hill, above a falls and mills
A Communityby a pond and road.
of sharers in daily struggles,
When strangers became settlers,
of comings and goings and stayings,
Douglas Lanphier Wheeler is a professor ofhistory
and settlers inhabitants,
in stores, shops and offices, places to eat,
at UNH and a resident of Durham. This poem was
and graveyards paid ancestral due.•
written for the Town •s 250th anniversary
at Church and nursery, University, in houses and '
homes.
celebration this summer.

,w .

-~- . ·,

N _ _ . , • • •- · -

On May 15, 1732~-the Go·vernorand Council of
... "i-i'is Majesty's ·Province ·,o f New Hampshire signed
an act making Oyster River Plantation, formerly a
part of Dover, an independent town lo be known as
Durham.
Approximately, on May 15, 1982, the Town of
Durham launched it's 250th birthday with fanfare
and ceremony at the site of the Gen. Sullivan
Monument on the banks of the Oyster River where
the meeting house stood in 1732.
Since Durham's first Town Meeting was held on
June 26, 1732, townspeople gathered again on that ·
date this summer for a re-enactment of the '
l

,

♦

, ·'

I i

occ:a_si9n. Th~ ·n)_oder_a tor, duly e_lected by ·freeholders of the.town, then adjourned the meeting so
one and all might walk to the Oyster River and
welcome the gundalow lately arrived at the town
landing.
Included in the ceremony at the landing was the
first reading of Prof. Wheeler's commemorative
poem after which everyone expored the unique
Piscataqua River craft, named for Durham's Capt.
Edward H. Adams.
Our celebration comes · to a close tonight at a
costume ball in the Strafford Room of the MUB.
Also on Friday at the New England Center at 5:30
.

J

~

. p.m., the University will present a gift to-the town of
a children's book, written by David Magidson;
professor of theatre, about the history of Durham.
If you were here over the summer, we hope you
were able to join us in observing this special time in
the life of the Town of Durham. Photographs of the
summer's events are on display through September .
in the New England Center.
- By Maryanna Hatch

, Maryanna Hatch is a resident of Durham and
chairper~o_n of the 250th Anniversary Committee.
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Editori·al
Checking out the freewaves
Too few student radios are tuned into 91.3
FM, WUNH.
That's what student leaders think anyway,
and the Student Senate is expected to approve
an investigation into the radio station on
Sunday.
The Student Senate should rarely intervene
in another organization's operation. Yes, the
Senate monitors the use of the $41 Student
Activity Fee. But their role - in most cases should go no'further than allocation offunds.
The leaders of each organization, · and
ultimately the students who use the
organization or it's products, should be in
control.

WUNH, however, deserves an investigation;

it isn't serving the majority of UNH students.
WUNH lacks structure. It is crucial that the
radio station reserve the right to play any type
of music, yet of all the full-time students who
pay $5 to listen to WUNH, we doubt few ever
do.
.
Jazz, classical, and other forms of music
deserve a place within WUNH's schedule, but
not a prevelant place. Afternoons, evenings especially Friday and Saturday evenings -should be reserved for popular rock hits.
Popular radio stations don'! play an
asso'rtment of strange music at peak listening
hours because they know their advertisers
would quickly abandon them. WUNH doesn't
have advertisers, and it shows·; despite the

money they get from students they have never
polled students to see what kind of music is
wanted.
And so we get a complicated mixture of both
popular and obsc,ure music ·through the day.
Some Student Senators are also concerned
about how WUNH spends its money. This too
is a dangerous area for the Senate to become
· involved in, but if there are serious problems
with the spending of student money, action is
needed.
Hard feelings will result from the
investi,iation. if it is approved . Hut WUNH hos
strayed for being a radio station for UNH
students, ~nd that should change.

~ON
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"LOOK, KID, I. KNOW TME ?ACk S HEAW,n
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Letters
Parking
To the Editor:
Look, students, they did it to
you again! If you were a Junior or
Senior living on campus six years
ago, five dollars would get you a
parking perm\,! good for lots A
through E. That means that you
had at least a chance to keep your
car in a lot reasonably close to your
dorm.
Then, in 1977, the faculty and
staff interests who dominate the
Parking and Traffic Committee
decided to grab more of the
convenient. core-campus parking
for themselves. In a blatantly
unjust, logically absurd, but
politically shrewd move, they
enacted new rules effectively
excluding undergraduate resident
students from lots B through D.
Therefore, until this year, if you
were a student living in Hubbard,
Christensen or Williamson, your
five-dollar fee would get you full-

time parking almost at your
• doorstep. If you lived in Stoke or
other Area I and II dorms, you
faced a long walk to lots A, E or EI
to get to your car.
Now Area I and II students must
pay five times as much money for
that same unfair parking choice.
The Parking and Traffic
Committee has transformed the
political rip-off of 1977 into a
genuine money rip-off today.
The parking situation is typical
of the way administrators and their
committees make so many
decisions affecting students:
tturing the summer or at some
other time when students are in no
position to object, and in neartotal disregard of student interests.
Those who make such decisions
are careful to justify what they do .
with carefully selected, out-ofc on text reference to some
grandiose master plan or study,
but anyone who takes a hard look
at the situation ought to be able to
see through such nonsense.
So, students, why do you let
them keep doing this to you? Little
more than a decade ago, students

Writing letters to t~ Editor ·
lo the Lditor .for 1,11hlicatio11 in 71ie Ne 11 · 11<11111,.,hire
must he .,igned and 110 longer than 111·0 /)(lg<•.,· trped, douhl<' S/){J C<'d
/,el/er.,· ma_r he hroughr to Room 151 in th e Ml ' H. o r mailed to:
Dlitor, 7he Ne11· 1/ampshire, R.00111 151. M U B. UN I!, /)urham .
N H. 03824 .
/,('f/N.,·

and student government on this
campus m~de themselves a force to
which administrators had to pay
serious attention. However, if you
students today continue to treat
student government and political
involvement in general as
something like a bad joke, then it
seems to me that you are getting
what you deserve.
John Graham
B.A., U.N.H. 1973
M.A., U.N.H., 1981
'
Durham

This party will be much like any
other course for celebration, but
with one exception! Where else
would guests bring over I I00
presents to brighten someone's
life?
All types of gifts are requested
but it is hoped that some guests will
bring theirs wrapped as a positive,
A positive, or O negative!

The New Hampshire

Blood drive
To the Editor:
Dear Party Goers;
Our invitations have gone out,
our ha-lls are being decorated and
"Who will give the 70,000th pint
donated here since 1951 will be on
the lips of all blood donors and
volunteers soon!
Your peers are busy recruiting
and designing decor to help us
prepare for Durhams 250th
birthday party and will be on hand
to take you into the past all
September 20, 21 ,22 and 23' from
I0a.m. to 3p.m. each day at your
MUB!
While summer collections w.ere
considered successful, it has-been a
long time since we have had you
with us and we need you now!
Besides, Durham has been dull
without you!
I

Please join us in this gala
festivity and, with the processing
of the 70,000th pint, and this
historical event to this University
community's glorious past and
pride.
See ya'
Jarey Stearns
Your Durham Red Cross Blood
Chairman.
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------I V A N -much-more
Ahe R
-K
-(Exeter)
said.
extremely
an
is
doubled or tuition would have
been
bave
"It
would
H
page
from
-. (continued
One benefit to becoming a .
cut back in some bus trips to costly route to maintain for the
limited amount of riders," said public transportation system
Exeter.
"As far as I can see, the Bachich. "If there were many would be expansion to other
Exeter schedule is not designed more riders, then we probably , communities such as Rochestfo r students," said one wouldn't have been able to cut er, Bachich said.
Before the discussion period
commuter. "If I didn't have a back.
"On an individual basis, began, Bachich outlined some
car I wouldn't know what I
there are some people being of the reasons for the decision
would do."
There are no trips to Exeter treated unfairly, but we have to to sub-contract with Timberl_ watch _our pennies and cents," , ane saying the _alternatives_
_o n weekends.

detrimental to the students.
"We have really kept them
(costs) down much lower than
we would have been,." Bachich
said.
He said to keep the Kari-Van
bus system afloat, which had
been operating at a $250,000
deficit last year, the prices
would have had to been

CAM PUS GAM E CEN TER

been increased to pass on the
general cost to all the students.
The $67,000 in federal
funding the bus system has
received this year "has allowed
us in some respects to keep
costs down,"he said'.
The Kari-Van service has in
the past been subsidized by the
University.
The fare increase was
proposed by the Governor's
report last spring on ways
various state agencies could
save money.

·I

Main St. Durham, N.H.

SUBSCRIBE!

Featuring The Latest In Video and Pinball Games:

ROBOTRO N -

ZAXXON

TRON -

SUBSCRIBE!

PAC-MAN

DONKEY CONG - DEFENDE R - GALAGA
.

.

3 Free Games With This Ad
I per day per customer

SUBSCRIBE!
SUBSCRIBE!
SUBSCRIB Ef

Free Games for High Score Weekly on
3 Specified Games

Some of our classrooms
_aren't classrooms.
An environment that challenges your physical and mental
skills will be your .classroom in
Anny ROTC.
River rafting. Rappelling.
.
Orienteering. Cross rountry skiing. Water Survival. -Mountain.
eering.
exan
be
to
it
find
· You11
de_cellent rourse in leadership
velopment, as well as adventure
.
training. ·
Whatever the experience, Anny ROTC will teach you to
think on your feet. To make important decisions quickly.
Add Anny ROTC to your
college program and you automatically add a new dimension
of excitement arid adventure to
your campus life..
Call:_Cpt. Dick Kamakaris
862-1078 or 1079 .

~ArrnyROT C.
"be a II you can be"

I
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--PARK .ING--<continued from page 1)
Public Safety.
"Faculty members can't have
more than one car on campus.
The intention for allowing
them to register more than one
car is to allow them the
flexibility to choose which car
they wish to drive."
If staff or faculty wish to
have more than one car on
campus they must pay a
separate $15 registration fee for
each vehicle.
Failure to display a valid
parking ticket, and overstaying
a meter, disobeying posted
restrictions, not parking within
the proper lines and improper
display of a permit ( or placing a
permit other than on the rear
bumper of the car's driver's
side) will_ result in a fine of $5.
.Ten dollar fines will be given
for the following eight
violations:
-Not having a UNH
. registration sticker
-Disobeying the limit of a
· special permit.
-Parking in a crosswalk.
-Parking or driving on a
sidewalk.
-Parking in excess of the
posted time limit.
-Parking in a No Parking
area such as near a dumpster.
-Parking in a reserve lot
without a proper permit .
. -Violating winter parking
bans.
Winter parking bans will be
in effect from l AM to 7:30AM
from Nov l through March 31.
"I annually analyze what
kind of snow problem we have.
We have waived the ban until
January in the past," said
Flanders.
Fifteen dollar fines will be
given for the following reasons:
-Illegally parking in a
carpool, handicap, reserve, or ·
visitor space.
-Illegally parking in a
roadway.
-Parking or driving on the
gra~s or a landsc~ed_ar_ea . .

And a $20 fine will be given
for parking in a fire lane.
In addition, all violators are
subject to towing if necessary,
added Flanders.
On just one evening last
week, 13 automobiles were
towed, said Flanders.
"They obviously were
creating a potential threat to
life and property and so they
had to be moved," said
Flanders.
"I personally think students
should be commended on the
opening of school. Everyone
helped. Public safety people,
residential life and students as a
, whole were just great and
-cooperated. We really
. appreciate it," said Flanders.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____, 1

JOHN MELISSI
and WINDOWS
featuring
VICKI BURNS
Friday, Sept. 17
and
Saturday, Sept. 18
8:30 PM until closing
Never a cover charge.
New! LADIES' NITE-4:30
to
closing, every Wednesday

a good-paying full or part-time job. Professional training behind a realistic bar.
Experienced bartender instructors. 2 week certificate course, licensed by NH

Dt:l,lclflilltlll uf ElJUl.dllUII.

The New Hampshire

659-3718

MASTER BARTENDERS SCHOOL
84 Main St Newmarket. NH

Wildwood
lounge

at the new cfl91gnd wnter
Jttaffotd avenue, dulham, n.h. (603) 86z-zs1s

Reproductive
Health care@.
A team of
health care professionals
offering
GYNECOLOGICAL
SERVICES in
all aspects of
women's health care
and gynecological
surgery. including
office female
sterilizations· and
PREGNANCY
TERMINATIONS.
All services provided by
an OB/ GYN surgeon and
profcssiona lly
trained staff
SERVICES ALSO INCLUDE
* Birth control counscli!lg
* Pro choice
pregnancy counseling
* FREE pregnancy testing
* Evening hours
* Sliding fee scale
Complete C0'.\1- 1DISll/\1.ITY

Gregory C. Luck
M.D. Prof. Assn.

152 Court Street
Portsmouth, N .H. 03801
60:J-436-6462
Hours :
'.\"londay - Friday

9am-5pm

Get to the answers faster.

With theTI.-55-II. ·

What you need to tackle the
higher mathematics of a science
or engineering curriculum are
more functions-more func,
tions_than a simple slide,rule
calculator has.
Enter the TI,55,Il, with 112
powerful functions. You can
work faster and inore accurate,
ly with the TI,55,II, because it's
preprogrammed to perform
complex calculations-like de,
finite integrals, linear regression

and hyberbolics-at the touch the entire formula.
Included is the Qzlculator
of a button. And it can also be
Decision-Making Sourcebook.
programmed to do repetitive
problems without re-entering It makes the process of using
the TI-55-II even simpler, and
shows you how to use all the
power of the calculator.
Get to the answers ~
faster. Let a TI,55-II
·
show you how.

TEXAS

INSTRUMENTS
©1982 Texas Instruments
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happen again."
There was serious discussion
over the 3% merit increases
voted by the trustees.
According to Bachich, the
guidelines for distribution of
the merit increases say that
only about 20% of those
eligible for the merit increases
will get them.
David Magidson, associate
professor of Communications
said that these guidelines wer~
analogous to his Pontiac
dealership theory of University
administration.
••You just p a -y t w O
hard working salesmen in the
company a whole lot of money
and watch th$ others catch up,"

111!1

::f;:::::::•·

said Magidson, drawing
applause from his colleagues.
(continued from page 1)
"The system might work but
UNH could have taken the $15
it ignores the fact that everyone
yearly fee out of their salaries,
can be meritorious!" he said.
before they were taxed, and
Bachich disagreed, saying
saved the money that they
that, ••considering the financial
needed rather than tacking _on
condition of this institution
the charge after they had been
and the availability of funds, I
paid. Others said they had not
think the trustees did the best
been consulted or informed
that they could."
about the parking fee decision
At any rate, accordmg to
at the time that it was made.
Fred Arnold, UNH director of
Bachich countered this,
personnel, the merit increases
saying that he did not have the
won't appear on faculty
time to consult faculty when
paychecks until after October - the parking fee decision was
22, due to necessary computer
made and didn't think that the
processing.
faculty had the peroga tive to be
As for parking fees, some
consulted on the matter
angry faculty complained that • anyway.

"If the faculty (AAUP) was
consulted on every issue
concerning them, I'd never get
any work done," said Bachich.
•·we'd be on the phone all day
long."
At this _point, Les Fisher,
assistant professor of English,
said, ••1 want you to know there
are some of us here tonight that
are very upset about the things
we've disc_ussed and we just
aren't going to roll over."
As Bachich left the meeting,
there were cries that the
(-University) system is not
responsive to the needs of the
fa cu 1t y members. M arc
Schwarz tried to sum this and
the- meeting up, asking his
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OPENS IN SEPTEMBER AT SPECIALLY
SELECTED THEATRES.
Check newspapers fbr theatres.

colleagues, .. how many oJ you
have actually met a trustee?
Has one ever walked into your
office, and asked you what you
do here?"

The American
Cancer Society
thanksyou.
Your employees
thankyou.
Their families
thankyou.

You've become a
life saver. Literally.
For installing our
Employee Education
Program. For letting
us supply free films,
exhibits, speakers,
pamphlets, posters,
and articles for
your company
publications. For
accepting our help in
arranging "action"
programs for your
employees ... for
detection of
colorectal cancer,
instructions in breast
cancer examination,
for detection of
cervical cancer via
the Pap test.
For simply
understanding that if
cancer is detected in
its early stages,
chances for cure are
greatly increased.
Thank you.
Hundreds of
corppanies now have
an American Cancer
Society Employee
Education Program.
If yours isn't one of
them, call us.

American Cancer Society

2,000,000 people fighting cancer.

MUSO
-is proud to bring you ...
.
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· FRID-A Y - AND S~TURD-A Y
September 17 & 18
in the

M.U B PUB
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UNH ID IProof of age required
·

Students ... $3.00
N on-Students ... $4.00

At the door
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FREE
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UNH Celebrity S-rles

·eudd y Rich
and His Band

WAS H
FREE REFRESHMENTS
.,/

COIN-O P OPEN HOUSE

featuring

'Steve Marcus, tenor Saxand
Andy Fusco, alto sax
8 p.m. Sat., Sept.~25

□

Field House, UNH

General Public $7,
UNH Faculty and Staff $6;
Senior Citizens and NH Students $5.
All tickets at the door $7.

Memorial Union
Ticket dttice
Monday-Friday
10 a.m.-4 p.m.
603/862-2290
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MUSO FILM SERIES PRESENTS ...

\

THE TIN PALACE
- "'-.___ FOOD & DRINK

Stanley Kubrick's

Dr. Strangelove

7

Subs/Piz za

or: How I Learned To Stop Worrying
And Love The Bomb

F~ll Liquor License

(*Winner of 60 International A wards)

Large Screen T. V.

.
I

Saturday: Michigan vs. Notre Dame
Sunday: Patriots vs. Jets
Monday: Giants vs. Packers

.

\

This wildly 'comic nightmare sees the President of the United
States and the Premier of the U .S.S.R. cooperating in a
bizarre effort to save the world from total disaster.
Sunday, September 19
Strafford Room, MUB
Admission: $1.00
_
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CUSTOM T-SHIRT PRINi.tG.
Writer's conference to be held
Businesses.clubs,organilatlonl

·11ats, toies, golf~

'

The eleventh annual Seacoast Writer's conference will be
· held at the New England Center at UNH on October 9, with
the featured speaker to be Ursula Hegi of UNH's English
department.
The conference is for the amateur as well as the professional
and students are welcome. The $25 fee includes luncheon.
Students can register for $15. Those planning to attend
should contact Dennis Robinson, 88 Pleasant St., ,
Portsmouth, N.H. 03801 to assure luncheon will ab assured.

SUBSCRIBE!

Many stfles available

Nooi'derioosniall -

SUBSCRIBE!
SUBSCRIBE!

.

sweatshh1s

3131 Lafayette Road
Portsmouth. N. H. 03801 ·

li'

PETER C. GREIDER
603-431-8319 ·
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Tuesdays and
Fridays ...

2

The New Hanipshire
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SUBSCRIBE!
SUBSCRIBE!
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Engineering atudentL.. H you Alm Hlgh...you can have It all
The Ax Force has a new program, the Senior College .
Engineer Program. The Air Force will pay you over $900 a
month during your senior year if your major is electrical,
nuclear, aeronautical, astronautical or any one of several
selected engineering disciplines.
You'll have all the great Air Force advantages during your
senior year, fike complete medical and dental care, discount
shopping privileges, and much more.
When you grad~te, you'll attend Officer Training School and
receive acommission as an Air Force officer. You ~ay apply
to attend graduate school at Air Force expense.
Find out all the details from your nearest Air Force recruiter
today. You'll help yourself and serve your country.
Call TSgt. Bob Fouq~ette at 603-625-4737.
Call Collect .

.A..,_ WI/J of life.
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·DOVER
SOMERSWORTH
STUDENTS!!
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ESPN
·Sports

CABLE
T.V.
CNN
News
Classic Films

FREE INSTALLATION

Attention
: Upperclassmen!
82-83 TRANSFER ORIENTATION
STAFF
NEEDED
Applications and details available at
the Commuter/Transfer Center, Room .
136 MUB

DEADLINE OCTOBER

l

Questions:
ESPN 24 Hours Sports Channel
CNN 24 Hour News Channel
Rook Films - Concert Movies

Call for your Free Installation
Today at 742-5843
Ask For Peter or Kurt

Contact P J Kenny, Billy Morse,· or
Barb Wither at the Commuter/Transfer
Center or call 862-3612.
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COMICS

(continued from page 2)

HAM STREET SHUFFLE
0.1<., CLASS, LETS
&ET STARTED,,,

?7....
-

GEEZ,OIJLYTHe

1HIRJ> STATS CLASS

AND I'M ALP.EADY
MILES BEHIND
EVERYONE
ELS£!
-0--

By BWON O'CONNOR

:BUT n>l>AY I'M CHANG1~6ALL TUAT. .. I'M SITTIN6' IM
THE FRONT RO\A/, !VE G-OT
MY STA'nSTI C.S BOOK, I'VE
GoT FIVE SHARP 'PENCILS••.
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... I'VE 60T Mt *1S TEXAS
I~UMEIJT CALCULATOR,
MY t 180 1>«.LAR SONY 711PE
RECOtt>£R, f1Y lSMNl> N£W
THREE SUBJrCT NITTEaJOt:,
"1Y 111"€£ Hl6UU6HTE~
FOR THE: l~ft>«TANT
STUFF, MY .....

.Al~IGHT,CLASS, I
THINK. TUArLL Be
ALL FOR TODA'/, . ·

~
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•.STATISTICS!
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The results of this
experiment were published in
Science magazine. Baum has
also published over 25 other
papers on research he ~as done.
His writing has Jed him to
positions as associate editor for
Learning and Motivation and
the board of editors of the

Journal of Experimental
Analysis of Behavior.
"One of the texts for his
course is a writing book," said
Viki Bridge, a research
assistant. "He is very particular
about our writing. He's forever
labeling our papers, 'words,
words, words.' He doesn't like
extra words. The class got
together and got him a rubber
stamp that says 'Say what you
mean!'
"Ht>'s gre~t but ht>'~

By BERKE BREATHED

BLOOM COUNTY_
W0.l! JUST A UGHT
1RIM1Di:::¥W I1HINK .

WA'TCH 1H€ BACK.,,
1 FAVOR A (,Im£

GR££TIN<:,5!

I'M~F<JR

RJUNf.55 AROUNI?
1H6 FANNY,,.

MYe1ANNVA{..
HAIRCVT.1

..JRIM ~ LA5H€5 ·
A TAP.,,CUP-mE; Nl\11-S.,,

ANP1H6

NOf£ HAIR?

SHAMPOO MYWMMY...

OH JUSTA
l.AY6R CUT FOR

'THAT NffiVAA(,.,

I

R6APY-F0R-ACTION
(;f5C0 LOOK.

1HIN 1H~ fUfitR5
ANP 5HAV6 iHe

FEET.

I

I

\

SHOE

By JEFF MacNELLY
I

1lU5 STufF '(OU'RE
WRITING 15 ~
t'ULL AND ~N6...
~
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P7 :gtr~:~r:;i;ed ~mr,~;un
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collegiate crossword

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU
IA/He/?&
NOTHING 70 IT. NOIA/,
7H& NIJT5 /INP CJIIPS . lJO Y{.XJ
Ill?& /XllJ.J7Hf;fi!£. II/SO
Y{XJR. M/)(E.R5- WNIC K&&P 7ljt
lXJPE .
IAIATl5R. SOPA, ANO

ACROSS

53 Vena 54 Mr. C.ershwH'l

Lists of names
Tells
Level of authonty
Scholarly
Capdt'ity to endure
Grue some
Male cat
Fatty
Cont1nent(abbr.)
Shortened fof"f!'
(abbr.)
Popeye's girlfriend

Italy

JeCQi'l"pletely

Tube:fr.

T1peof rue
Jump
The -

13 Pa n of ancient

14 r ema 1e prophet
55 Clty 1n I entuc~y
57Lettersengraveaon 21Ma1zebre11d
24 ~annony of
a tOCJ1bstone
r elallon
58 All together (2 wtls.)
26 Rubbe,. band
60 Carpent ry joint
28StteofJ945
62Notcnenorthe
conference
other
30 Directed toward
63 famous reindeer
32'Prefi,for
640e11riurr wit1'1standtn9
65 Bird dogs
34 Gerrr.an drttcle
)6 [ndures
DOWN

(~l. range)

M1ne-bonng tool
Belong i ng to The
Hoos 1er State
Cultivate
Pr ecious stones
Appo r t1oried
Slo""down

I Begin again
2 Blac~ Tue~day's
t":Ontf\

3 Shuffling g.a1t
4£gyptiangoo
5 Char Jes Larrb • s
pen nar,e
6 Musical µ1ecc
pace
7 8Ta!1ngaway

~~e~;~n2:/nn -

16 ~~~~~:~er

Olymp1cs e ntrant
Mr . Maverick
rrench states

HenryP. 11 Soc1et1 o' de ... t1sts
I{ 'idt1ve of Lhasa

surround1nc;;

39 Student. e.g.
40City in~y'lf!'rng
41 Ooubl~
43Greed
44 [dito~
45 Dealer's ,n cloth
48 ~11111nt1 necess1 t1es
5JCityinGerrrany
S2rlighttimenoi,;e

!:~~~~

~t
55
56"0arn1t!
59 Pref1:..· air
El Oyna"itl'

Solution on page 5

Ya.I~
KIPPING
M&.
\

I7DW
YOU, MARJ<..
7H/5 !5N'T
YScaJE!
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driver. His course is the hardest
in all of 'Psyc, "' she said.
"He's the most hard working
man I have ever met in my life,"
said Elizabeth Baum, his wife.
"He goes overboard. He
doesn't take time to relax. I
have .to take the cap off the
beer, put it in his hand, and
make him sit down."
"He's so intense there (at
UNH) that he just has to leave
it. He comes home and chases
his pigs. At one time we had
eighteen. He enjoys the rural
setting. He particularly likes
where we live in Lee. He has
animals, goats, chickens, pigs, ,
turkeys, and geese. It's a farm
of varying degrees," said Mrs.
Baum.
Baum, his wife, and four
children live in an active, solar
house with space heating and·
hot water which Baum built
himself.
"He does the plowing and
gathering wood. The kids are
always involved, it's a family
activity. He's really involved
out here," said Mrs. Baum.
Besides his interest in solar
houses and farm animals, Mrs.
_Baum said he likes playing
soccer with his kids , going to
films, and reading.
His interest in Eastern
philosophy has taken him in
the past to Japan and India.
But Baum 's longstanding
interest in the study of-animal
behavior has been the main
thrust of his professional work
and concern.
"He has some very ingenious
ideas. I saw a bit of his lab when
I lectured at UNH," said B.F.
Skinner. "I was very happy to
see him doing that type of
work . I thought it was good."
"The danger to the world
today is not population or
starvation," said Baum, "the
danger is that we are going to
destroy the environment. We
may have already. If we can
understand how to use it and at
the same time respect it--which
we can learn by studying
animals, we may be able to save
ourselves."
"He has a vision," said
Baum's father. "When you talk
. to him and he tries to explain,
you sense that vision. It's one
you have to follow with great
devotion."

~

·SUBSCRIBE!
The New Hampshire

Arts & Features
UNH Summer Program ill Merry Olde E~gland
By Cheryl Kimball
,
Two people and too much
luggage crammed into a tiny
taxi wound down- the narrow
streets of Cambridge, England
headed for Trinity Hall, the
chosen site for the 1982 UNH
Cambridge Summer Program.
"That's right, taxi driver,
Trinity hall, not Trinity
College," we adeptly _informed
him, as we had been instructed
to do from the people back
· home who knew these kinds of
things.
Y o u s e e , Ca m b rid g e
University is divided up into
many colleges within the
University. Trinity Hall is one; .
Trinity College is another.
More than once during our six
week stay did we see confused
·tourists wander through
Trinity Hall asking, "Where is
the courtyard that they raced
around against the noon hour
clock bells in 'Chariots of
Fire'?" No, dear folks, we
would expertly inform them,
that was Trinity College -- go
out this gate, turn .right,
and ... And really, it was only
supposed to be Trinity Colleg;
but the scene was actually shot
in -- but you don't want to be ·
disjlliusioned by the unauthenticity of film.
This narrow, winding street
led Eileen Yandolino and I, as
well as 49 other prospective
students sometime over the
July 2-5 weekend, to six weeks
of study with the UNH
Cambridge Summer Program.
All 51 students had applied,
been accepted, and put down
their $2350.00 sometime before
May I, 1982.
"When I wrote out that
check," Mary Trowbridge,
UNH communications major
says, "all I could think of was
how that money should. be

going toward next year's
tuition. But now that I'm back,
I realize what a small price it
was to pay for .aU we got-meals, the excursions, free
nuses, and just the experience
itself. It's really a deal."
On .· the application form,
applicants were to .choose from
an offering including Modern
Drama, Renaissance Drama,
Novels of Obsession, Modern :
British Politics and Society,, ·
18th Century British History, ·
as well as graduate study in
these courses anct the opt10n to ,
audit any of the classes. The
Cambridge Summer Program
staff recommended students to
choose one course with an
American (UNH) professor,
and one taught by a British
professor.
It seemed that overall, there
was less difference between the
nationalities as there was
between their teaching
methods. Jeff Sofka, a senior
Liberal Arts student at UNH, '
selected . Renaissance Drama ·
taught by S. Gorley Putt.
Professor Putt turned out to be
as eccentric as his name
Tl'!~ity Coll~ge Cathe~ral at Cambridge University, Cambridge England. (Photo .courtesy oC
implies. During the final exam
1
•
•
·
•
in his course at the end of our . British Tourist Authority)
niinimu!Jl~ge was however olci°
session Putt disconcerted his tions was " to make ·_ certain ~wakened at - 2am.
The porters, as well as- the it ftook to have ·completed at
American students by handing students either got in the
Trinity Hall boundaries . by UNH staff, students, and even least one year of college (an
out farewell glasses of wine.
This summer's program was midnight or let the porter's the ·British professors were all application requirement). This
. directed by professor Robert know ahead of time about any part of a Trinity Hall T~lent summer, there~were men and
Hapgood, as will be the 1983 . late plans. The trend was to get Show. Laughter abound while · - women studen!s who had
program, who also taught in before midnight. It wa_sn't so Professor Schwarz proudly . college-age children themclasses along with UNH hard; Britjsh · pubs have a strolled back and forth along selves. There was much to ~e
professors Michael DePorte closing time of 11 pm, including the stage donning a bobby's l~arned from them and _their
and Marc Schwarz. Jean the precious Cambridge pubs-- helmet singing about being an hfestyles and Amencan
cultui:es over and above the
Caldwell, UNH staff member "The Eagle, The Spade & Englishman.
Only some of the UNH exp~nences _we ~ere surroundand graduate student in the Beckett, The Anchor, and.
English Department, was many others. Besides, to s_tay Cambridge Summer Program ed m by bemg m such an old
Associate Director. Part of her out after midnight meant students came from UNH. The, _Brit 1 sh community as
responsibilities was the hard ringing the bell and awakening remaining 'students were from , Cambridge.
The Summer Program s~ff
earned job of keeping the the night porter to let you in. f such diverse places _as
didn't try it; I know how California and - G~orgia. The _ spent long hours makm~
students in line.
One of Jean's preoccupa- disgruntled I am at being' age_range was also broad. The
CAMBRIDGE, page 26 -~

Summer movies: fun, fluff, and fright
We got together to discuss
summer movies and soon
realized we could be up all
night. There seemed to be so
many more than in years past,
and, more startling, most were ·
worth discussing.
Although we had to lower
our more discriminating
standards as one must do with
the summer fare,_.the bounty
was varied and palatable.
Horror movies, ·often the
main course for summer movie
goers, were minimal in number
and popularity, replaced by
good old honest love, family
films, and a wave of sci-fi,
futuristic, and ad venture
movies.
Poltergeist and Friday the
13th in 3-D gave us spine
tingles and nightmares, but
while Steven Spielberg
(Poltergeists creator) "knows
what scares you," Friday the
13th merely knew how to turn
you off. While the former
pitted the endurance of a
family's love for its youngest
child against the erislv revenge
of the dead, the latter merely
allowed us to watch victim atter
victim begin slashed apart by a
faceless maniac.

Poltergeist seemed to reacfi
into what holds the American
suburban f~mily together (TV,
getting ahead, even swimming
pools) and terror emerged. It
did scare you.
Adventure films were less
tasty than we'd hoped. One of
us left the cinema after Blade
Runner fearing that humanity
had left the screen forever. In
that film, Harrison Ford
(Raiders of the Lost Ark) is
hired to kill "Replicants,"
robots that resemble humans in
every way except in emotional
reactions. ·We watch the eyes
closely as these beings are
questioned about their mothers
and can see that they lie; they
have no pasts.
The futuristic city of Blade
Runner positively oozes, and
we couldn't figure out why
Ford was so bent on killing the
aliens:· they seemed as human
as any humans in the film, and
the world didn't seem worth
saving anyway.
The release of TRON and the
increased bombardment of
such world-evaders as Pac-man
and Walk-man this summer,
convinced us that without some
good old-fashioned people, we
might reach a Blade Runner · ·

Ftrefox·· was merely c ·lint
Eastwood, walking through a
narrow script, squinting at
everything he comes across.
Road Warrior is a tightly
made--almost too tight--post
nuclear fantasy that keeps the
energy surging.
Our desire . for comforting
love was answered (may~e
beyond our desires) by such
films as Summer Lovers and
An Officer and a Gentleman.
The latter is designed for the
voyeur. Like Blue- Lagoon, we
are invited to watch as nubile
young things splash about in
the cobalt waters off the Greek
Isles, and explore their
blossoming sensuality.
Officer is a comforting
familiar remake of a 1940'sstyle love story. It is
recommended only for those
not inclined to cynicism.
Nostalgia found other forms
this summer. For those who
recently went to high school, or
have merely been amused by
the vuarnet-polo set immortalized in Moon Zappa's "Valley
Girl," Fast Times at
Ridgemont High was great fun.
We were slightly disturbed ·by
the sophistication of the
students at this decadent high

by Sw~nk·- Fevrver
school: fifteen year olds
discussing oral sex and dating
thirty-year-olds are not .
memories we retain from our
remote high ·school days.
Diner offered high school
fun for the parents of valley
girls with its story of five young
men, recently graduated,
whose lives revolve around
scoring with girls and sharing
their feelings with their buddies
at the diner. One of the best
films of the summer, Diner
contained wit, personality, and
tenderness.
The family movies surprised
film goers this summer. Annie,
the musical extravaganza
didn't hit as hard as it should
have. What happened? Why
isn't the American public
standing in line to see adorable
children dancing with mops?
One answer is they're all to
busy standing in line to see a
three foot midget in a plastic
mask. E.T., -another Spielberg
creation, stunned theater
owners and wooed the public.
"I cried at E.T." is a great new
pick-up line. (Want to come to
my place and eat Reese's
pieces?) E.T._ gave America
free, fresh tears, and renewed
hope in families, .while lining

Steven Spielberg's swimming
pool with gold.
This summer Spielberg, who
is fast becoming America's own
crafty filmmaker, gave us a
nightmare in Poltergeist and a
dream in E. T.
Although it wasn't the book,
the prize for summer movies
goes to The World According
to Garp. Based on John
Irving's best selling novel, Garp
combined fear~ trage_g y,
parody, and families full of
love, while sticking strictly to
human beings and believable
situations.
Robin Willia·ms was.
restricted by the erratic facial
· expressions that make him
Mork for his adoring public,
but managed to express the
fractured world ofT.S. Garp,a
man who wants only to love his
family and watch the kids as
they sleep, but who is knocked
about by a ruthless fate.
Summer films are frivolous
and fun. This summer as well as
the 'usual light fare, we had
Diner, and Garp, two worth a
little more attention than
usual;. And the great number
and variety of movies, as well as
the exceptional turnout of fans,
has kept everyone happy.
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WUNH: the Freewaves at UNH
By Kirstari Penasack ,
Organization, they are not industry. We have .to be doing
"It's a labor of love. In facd . bounded by corporate money something right."
WUNll stressses the
don't know if I would call it and are allowed to play
labor at all," suggests WUNH material of their choice. development of a personal style
disc jockey Larry Jacobs, •Commercial stations are urged from each of their disc jockeys.
concerning his two and a half by the businesses who support Distinctive to Jacobs style is his
years of work at the student run them with advertisements to ability to keep a single mopd
radio station.
play popular music, but what going over the air.
One method in which he
Jacobs is just one member of can be music of poor quality.
a closely knit unit of .· 60-70
WUNH differs from other achieves this is by using
people involved with the stations because it is non- "seques." Jacobs explains a
production, management, commercial. They play music "seque" as the "consistant flow
engineering and airing of which has not been heard yet or. from one song to another." He
UNH's "Freewaves" radio at all on other stations. For tries to avoid following a slow,
station, WUNH.
example, Pouliopolis points gentle song with a loud,
The WUNH staff has what out that WUNH gave Human pulsating one. To steer clear of
genera-I manager Michael League's top rated album harsh contrasts between
method
Pouliopolis terms a common DARE heavy playing time a selections he uses
understanding or goal. They month before the album was called "dropping the needle."
attempt to "sensitize people to e.ven released ip the States. "We That involves listening to
different topics and new forms heard it and it was good so we various portions throughout a
of music by putting out quality gave it heavy playing time." song before airing it. When
products." Quality products Then, months later, that album "dropping the needle" he
are detmed by .Pou11op0Hs as aired on stations across me chcck3 for speed and quality.
those "non-offensive, intelli- country.
Jacobs is op the air seven'
gent products of professionProgressive Media Maga- hours weekly, hosting both a
als." At the sarrie time, the zines also likes what WUNH is jazz and a rock show. Most
station is teaching students playing. The magazine WUNH jockeys average three
how to entertain well.
publishes select playlists from to four hours of on-the-air time
Much of the music WUNH all over the country in their weekly.
plays is classified as monthly periodical and
For most university students
progressive. Progressive music, WUNH's playlists are among seriously interested in the radio
according. to Pouliopolis, is, them. WUNH is also a member broadcasting field, WUNH is
"new forms of music, of a selective organization "the best place in the world to
something that is creative."
named Rockpool Promotions. learn," says Jacobs. After
Because their fonding comes Nationally, the radio station is finishing a rather long process
largely from educational grants ranked in the top five percent, when the student attends
given by area businesses and says Pouliopolis. "We are meetings, learns the basics of
the Student ~ctiyity Fee highly respected in the music entertaining, understands what _

a

111...:
is expected of · him under
emergency conditions 1 clears a
tape which demonstrates his
ability, passes an engineering
test and attains a certain
quality level, he is eligible for
air time. It is a highly
competitive position.
The process can be
discouraging bectiase of the
amount of time and dedication
necesary to get started in the
field. One distressing factor is
that the equipment needed for

each potential disc jockey to
create his "demo" tape is often
occupied by · current WUNH
staff members, who have
priority.
Despite these obstacles,
however, it is possible to get
involved in the field.
Pouliopolis stresses that there
are many dimensions besides
disc jockeying which are
available and enjoyable. "If
they (~he students) understood
WUNH, page 26

WELCOME
BACK!

SUBS SYRIA-N S
12 Jenkins Court, Durham
(Across from The Franklin)
Monday-Saturday I I am-2am
Sundav., 11 am-1
868-2009
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Boarders Wanted - Alpha Gamma Rho is
now accept ing boarders for the fall
semester . Room and board with many
privilages. Very reasonable . Please hurry,
only a few spaces left. Alpha Gamma Rho
is located at 6 Strafford Ave . or call days at
862-1306.
Horse Boarding, 3 m. from campus, feed,
hay, clean, daily turnout, miles of trails
$100/ mo. Highland House Farm, 6595412. Call after 8 p.m. 10/ 5
Reward - Ladies Gold Seiko quartz
wristwatch w / a· broken band. Is of great
personal value . Healthy reward, no
questions asked. Contact Julie at 7424404 or Kari Van Office. 9/21
Lost - Student I.D . Number 002 -44-9684
with K-Van pass, need urgently! If found,
please return in to MUB info desk.
Rewaf d!
Yard Sale Sat . only, Sept. 1810-4p.m. 41
Emerson Rd . · Durham . Some furniture,

~(?~~!.~.~:..~.a-~Y..t~i~~~:. C:,??~.~~~?~~.':':'.~.':1.~:.
Typing

Rot ired secretory. E11perienced i11

all types of term papers. Reasonable
rates . Prompt service. Walking distance to
campus . Call Anita 868- 7078. Durham.
9/21

Help Wanted

1(11]

Bartenders & Waitresses needed. Apply
in person . 6:00-8:00 p.m. Old Farm Ptib 34 Locust St. Dover, N.H .
·
Upward Bound is in need of a work / study
person to work as a tutor / counselor.
Position involves tutoring low income
high school students Monday and
Wednesday evenings. Average of 10
hours per week at $4.00 per hour. Contact
Dan at 862 -1563 by 9/21 .
Seamstress Wanted - If you have some
spare time, want to make extra money,
have a sewing machine and have
experience in making couch covers, call
Scott at 862-1700 days, 749-1946
evenings . May need your own
transportation to Dover. 9/ 21
Part Time Ski Instructors Gunstock area,
Attn : Sharon Workman, P.O. Box 336,
Laconia, N.H. 03246 (603) 293-4341 .
10/ 15.
- Truck Help - Dansk Factory Outlet. Kittery
Maine, is looking for "on-call" truck
unloaders for daytime weekdays . Approx.
1 day every 2 weeks, $3.50 per hour
wage . Call 207-439-0484. Ask for Leslie
or Donna 9-5. 9/ 21
Wanted : Musicians to form Rock / New
Wave band : eg. Clash, Pretenders, .
Specials. No top 40. Especially looking for
Bass, drummer and vocals, but anyone
with interest and talent, call Peter or Tom,
_ Apt 8-12 . 868-9818.

RWn~tir own business ... Food van - fully
equipped - ready to roll - grill, hot dog
steamer, stock, sink, freezer, refridge, etc.
- in Durham . Call Jef 431-1035
$6,300.00 (a steal).
Motorcycle - Honda CB350. Good.
condition . Needs battery and points, will
sacrifice for $350.00 or B.O. Call Jon,
Congreve 240 at 2-2343 or 868-9739.
9/21
WON 'T QUIT - 1972 Toyta, New valves,
battery, etc. Only 3 N.H . winters, rust
minimal. 116,00 miles, but runs like a
champ. With 8-track. Call Gary in
Concord, 224-3327, after noon. 9/28
1979 Mustang, 4 cylinder automatic,
power steering, power brakes, Jensen
AM FM cassette, sunroof, tilt steering,
excellent condition - must sell. 742-9664.
9/21
1975 Datsun 710, 2 door. Little rust,
some minor work required, very good
overall condition ; good gas mileage.
$1595 or best offer. Call (207) 384-5318
So. Berwick
'67 Chev. Malibu Sport Coupe PS, PB,
Brand new batt., new muffler, good
commuter car . Asking $600. Call 8687066. After 8 :00 p.m. 9/21
1974 Toyota Celica 4 speed AM / FM
Cass . 3 speaker system. Rear window
def., radials, runs great, some rust .
Asking $1400. Call Bet. 6-9 p.m. 7424651
For Sale: 1975 Honda Civic Hatchback.
New Front End, Brakes, Fenders,
Michelin Tires. Inspected. $1,600 or Best
Offer. Call 868- 7404 evenings.
Good/ Coal burning stove for sale. Used
1 / 2 season. Have 2 stoves, must sell this
one. $400 or best offer. Can be seen in
Lee. Call 868-1023.
For Sale: 1980 Camero with only 11,000
miles. Call Frankie weekdays - 862-2323,
weekends - 749-1528.
1978 MustcJng 11, VG, Automatic: color :
white w i red vinyl top. Power steering and
brakes, AM / FM Cassette, good condition,
$3,000 Firm. 868-5716 evenings.
Two Grateful Dead Tickets for sale Sat.
Sept. 18 (First Balcony, First Row). $30 for
the pair. Call 862-3233 or leave a
message at the New Hampshire for Peter
s. 2 1490.

L - Welcome back. I'm so happy that
everything went well for you this week.
But that doesn't mean we can't go a little
wild with the girls tonight and Sat. night right! Remember, Coke adds life I Love ya
K.
Tamera & Robin - Get psyched for a great
semester. OurroomwillbethebestlWe'II
PerJonals
have to have a party to christen it real
soon! Love your new roommate.
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.
•
I
SM:annix, $Mullen, Meals, Purcy, Bubba
Attention Discussion Group 3: That
and the "Stud" : What a great summer,
means you Dave, Julie, Scott, Roger,
huh? It went by so fastl .. ."Oh no ..we're
Rush, Pam, Donna, Jennifer, and Al!
out
of hot water againl" "What do you
How's it going? Is it time yet (for us to get
together)? I think so. Let's meet real soon • mean you're taking our phone?" Anyone
for a dip in Packer's Falls?? Stand by your
for a fine dining experience. Maybe we
man . No Laura, PK is not here--he's at the
can even use napkins and silverware (but
ghetto. Watch out Lobster Barn .. .here we
then again maybe not). Give me a call to
come!
What's this - more roses?? If all
let me know when you will be around. 2else fails - eat I "Let 's mess up the kitchen
1762 or 868-9715 or Hubbard 429. I
for meals." "Hello Bill, this is Beth."
swear, if you don't call me I will be really
Purcy, what are you doing in the flour
mad. Love, Mona (Monica).
bin?? "Hey Bubba wanna play some
To the man behind blue eyes. Just> meet
Kong? Drinking to see the sun.. sleeping
me in the middle.
'till 3 p.m., skimmers at parties (thanks
Tony for getting a warning), popcorn, kitty
To my favorite midnight visitor ... needless
kitty, Club Casino and don't forget the
to say, today is very special even if it isn't
massive swaving. Keep in touch you guys
b~ing celebrated in a fancy restaurant or
and come visit me in my "swave palace(".
over a bottle of champagne on the beach.
1971 Pontiac Catalina . 4-door. Very good
condition . Original owners . Air
conditioning, power steering and brakes.
88,00'mile5. $1,000 or best offer. 2-2178
or 332-4579.

I~

Ju<>l vva,, lcd to point thot out ... A.V.0.Q.

Why wait for October? Come to TKE's
Septemberfestll I Friday, Sept. 24, 6-12
p.m . Only a limited supply of tickets, so
HURRY and get them from any TKE
brother. Food and refreshments will be
served._
Peter Tosh/ Jimmy Cliff Concert: Ride
needed to and/ or from on Sat. Sept. 18.
IN Boston: Call Ginny 742-6359 or Mary
659-6272.
Do you love to travel, enjoy learning about
foreign countries and people plus are
interested in our academic experience of
a life time, THEN COME FIND OUT ABOUT
"SEMESTER AT SEA"--REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE IN THE MUB 9/21 and
. 9/23 from 10-12.
Have a Blast at Tau Kappa Epsilon 's
SEPTEMBERFEST!I! Friday, 9/24 6-12
p.m. FOOD AND ~EFRESHMENT~ and
the incredible music of TRAPPER. Tickets
can be purchased from any brother or at
the house.
SEMESTER AT SEA - -A unique
experience combining academics, ship
life, culture and travel. SLIDE SHOW on
MUB balcony 9/21 and 9/23 from 10-12.
To Kathleen D. 2 Orchard Dr. requests the
honor of your presence Saturday night. It
will not be the same without you . Please.
RMDO .
O&S--Thanks for the lasagna. It was
yummy! 0,0,M&R
To Amy--Why don 't you come to our party
Sat . night. You know where we are, but
we don't even know who you are. The
boys at 200.
TKE SEPTEMBERFEST!II Friday, Sept.
24--6-12 p.m. Featuring New England's
no.1 band--TRAPPER! Purchase tickets
from any brother or at the House. Limited
supply,
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL returns to
the MUB PUB. See the New York GIANTS
battle the GREEN BAY PACKERS .
Presented by STVN .
Where the hell is the LIGHT GREEN
PEUGOT???

Love rrcm:: hic.

Hey Bill Pilcher, glad to see you at UNH. I
hope it's a good year, it should be if you
keep your eyes on your books. Stop by
anytime.
Add a Little class - don't forget the minicourse registration, Sept. 21, 22, 23 9am to 12 and 1pm to 4pm, Rm . 126 of the
MUB. Brochures available at MUB info
desk and Rm. 126.
Oen: Don't say anything. I believe you and
I meant it, too. Dinner is at 5. Love, Kath .
UNH Marching Sandi Get ready to put on
an "incredible" show! Let's blow doors-all over the audiencelll Sue & Chris.
Smegma Nu· Painting Inc: We work from
the bottom up .. Ladder marks include no
charge. B.J.'s available upon request.
Premiere Event: Bootleg tape of WHEB
world tour live from Boston Rouge
featuring Frog & Amie, Joe Bartie plays
snow shovel. Flies & Spiders will be •
served. Bug juice too.
In the beginning, Xeno looked down upon
UNH and said, "This is absurd." And, lo, it
was absurd, and Xeno saw that it was
good.
"Man or Woman, what does it matter?
Could a woman have stopped me as I
swept towards mother? Probably. Better
still, was such an encounter possible, I
mean between me and a wonian? Now
men ... " --8.F.H.S.8 . -A.A.
Hey lucky! A great almost 10 months and
the best is yet to come. Hold on tight, I love
you . Bear
·
Why rent a refrigerator for $54/year
when you can own one? For Sale:
Medium size refrigerator ... exceJlent
condition ...4 cubic feet...able to hold 3
cases of frosty beers .. .like • new ... only
$100(negotiable) ... call Randy 749-2569.
Get PSYCHED.. for our first game ..UNt·/
Women's Soccer Team. Go wild at B.U.
tonight at Nickerson Field. We want three
.. --- ·
Chadf
TUSH, I love you and here's to the last 2
years, lets make it 20 more. Love POO
BEAR.

•A beautiful place, good people, fun times
and nothing todo but enjoy. Special times
with special people: .isn't that what life's
about? Thanks guys, for a great weekend.
Love ya Suess.
To the ·cute guy in Alexander Room 236 (I
think your name is Kirk), I want to get to
Jim Singer - Have a drink or two. You / know you. I'll stop by sometime.
deserve it. G, in Rm . 151.
·
MIDNIGHT TRAVELER This weekend in
To Lauren, the Scott 3rd floor R.A.: Do you
THE MUB PUB, for the best time on
wear the same undershirt EVERYDAY? . campus . Proper ID required. 18 yr olds
Do you think leaving at 6:30 leaves you
welcome. Doors open at 8:00.
enough time to get to Spaulding for a 7 :40 ·
Chew, Spit, and Win - Prepare thyselves
class? Can you find your way from the
for consumption before the game of foot.
salad bar back to the table or would you
Me.
rather just sit by yourself. Why do you
walk the way you walk? Are R.A. 'sable to
Once a-gain the MUB PUB NIGHT GRILL is
do that in your room? What do you like
open. Quench your thirst or your mid
better-your slop or your skirt? Are you
evening appetite with great food and
supposed to be on duty tonight. When's
drink. 4-8 p.m., Mon-thurs.
the next time you 're going to skip a class
Attention all animal lovers! This Friday
or rather when was the first time? Have a
there will be a chicken bar-b-q in room
little ice cream with the oreosl Oh-you're ·
130 Hunter Hall. This feast will be
so Preppiel You have just won a gift
sponsored by the "Dave Andre for official
certificate for a free perm or whiffle - take
Chicken Choker Committee" Colonel
your pick. How do you quiet a noisy guy.
Sanders Chairman.
Throw him in the room and close the·door.
Who ever heard of a name like Chew?
Well Creep, hope you had a lousy day. WE
Who would ever want to know someone
LOVE YOUII -NO JOKEII .. Katy, hope you
named Chew? I wouldn't ... spit, spif
had a good laugh out of this one! P.S.
wnere s metoar
Room wanted immediately. Quiet non:
"Garpl" You may prefer fondling parking
smoking female . Kitche111 facilities .
meters .. .but they don't give you personals
Durham. Proximity to campus, but I have a
like I doll Here's to all the interesting
car . First semester only. Marth c/o THE
times behind us, and all the great times
NEW HAMPSHIRE 862-1490. Leave a
yet to come! You're terrificll XOXOX
message.
" Elda"
·
Schmotty I miss youl Let's get together
How dare you use the name GARP in
soon. F.W .
vainllll
WELCOME HOME SUE TEETSELLIIIIIII
Hubie- Thanks for the Whoopie Pie-You'll
First of all, I would like to say hello io all
get yours sweetie!
my friends and it's going to be a wild time
SIGMA BETA BROTHERS-Thanks for a
on Stoke 6th! Secondly, I personally wish
great time Wed. night with the BUD MAN.
JR, Ken and Steve good luck living with
WE HAO A WILD TIME AS ALWAYS! GET
that fat, hairy little boring kike. Lupie, with
PSYCHED FOR HOMECOMING! LOVE,
your plastic personality, Katzy is perfect
CHI OMEGA. '
for you. ERIC P.S. Lupie, 20th Century.Fox
saw your movies and would like the
Patty - you 're a terrific copy reader!
copyrights.
James R.(for rotten) Morton is by far the
very worst person who has ever stepped . Bri, a friend is ...
--someone who is concerned with.
foot into our office!
everything you do.
Anyione interested in joining the Granite
--someone who is concerned with
Slaff- UNH's yearbook, come to the
everything you think.
meeting at our MUB office next
--someone to call upon during good times
Wednesday st 7:00. Or call us at 862--someone to call upon during bad times.
1280. Writing, layouts, photography,
(SPS)
ads ...
You're that great friend. I'm glad I can lean
on you. Love, Spice XOXO.
To Jim : Welcome to the N.H.I HOpe wh
have a great year together, but remember
GET PSYCHED UNH MARCHING SANDI!
the rules: "No Poopingl"XXOO-LM
Saturday's the big day! Let's put on a
GREAT show and let everyone know that
Hi Gorgeous! I like your "penthouse" but I
we've got the BEST band in the east.
think we forgot abou! breakfast. You owe
a six-pack sometime anyway.- 'Sort-of'
ZANADU: Aren't you glad you finallygofa
personal? I figur.ed after four years of
JS- Remember there will be time yet for a
reading them you deserved onel I wanted
hundred decisions and revisions before
to wish you a wild and swinging 21st. So,
the taking of a toast and tea. T-0
live it up and have the best birthday eljer Hi Cini!
you deserve itl Love ya Susan. •
What was that?
Hey Joel Stop reading the personals and
Sounds like something somebody named
get to work.
Chew would write. But then again, Chew
Two Grateful Dead tickets for sale. Sat.
can't read.
Sept. 18, (First Balcony, First Row) $30 for
Oale-babyl Sorry communicatins have
the pair. Call 862-3233 or leave a
been so few and far between but you
message for Peter S. At the New
know whats really important. JoeHampshire 862-1490.
roommate .
ZAN: We're back for antoher year. Let's do
I love you, Mom. Bingo.
it up right. Hope your 21st birthday is one
wild time. We'll definately have., to KAT - You're the best! Keep Smiling Mo
celebrate. Get ready for a great year! Luv
ox
ya, Lisa .
Lennie - Snapper wants to clamp on to
your kielbasa .
Returning Cool-Aid members: Meeting on
Sunday, September 19 at Schofield
House. Hope to see you thare .

Recreational
Sports
Round-Up ·
TiJl!e to start training
'for
5th Annual
Homecoming·
lOK Road Race
"FRIDAY NIGHT FEVER"
1st Annual Freshman All Nighter

Sponsored by: Department of Recreational Sports
WHO! Open to all UNH students, faculty & staff
· ($1.00 entry fee)
WHAT! All night competition in volleyball,
innertube water polo, court games,
basketball, silly sport competitioA, hot shot
contest; continuous movies; club sport
demonstrations.
WHERE! UNH Field House
WHEN! 7:00 p.m. Fri., Oct. 1- ? Sat. Oct. 2
PRIZES! All Nighter hats and t-shirts .
Rosters due Mon. Sept. 27 @ Sports Manager's
Meeting or in room _151 of the Field House

The 5th Annual Homecoming IOK Road Race will take
off from the Field House at 9:00 am on Sat., Oct. 9, 1982.
Age classifications for men and women ~re 18-25, 26-39,
40 plus. Special divisional awards are given to the first
UNH student, faculty/ staff ·and alumni finishers not
among the age classification winners. The first 250
finishers will receive t-shirts.
The deadline for advance registration is Wed., Oct. 6th.
A $3.00 registration fee is payable upon reg!stration. Late
registration will be accepted up to I hour pnor to the start
of the race. However, a late fee of $1.00 will be ~ssessed.
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arrangements f ~i the trips and there so many times I felt like I evaluations expressed the -trip all that was involved · with
. day-excursions. Every Friday a . really knew the city."
to Stratford as being the running a station, they would
bus took students into London . The day excursions also favorite.
· want to be a par_t of it."
WUNH has ·a n excellent
where we were dropped off at a involved trip_s from Cambridge
Other activities include
central point to wander about . to such historic sites as the renting punts to glide along the resource of records, brags
the city as we chose. Pick-up magnificent, ancient Ely lazy River Cam, the delicious Jacobs. ·With over 20,000 jazz
time was not until 11 :30 pm, Cathedral; Warwick Castle banquets, and wine and sherrry and rock albums in their
giv1ng ample time to catch a with its elegant state rooms receptions; bicycling or collection, the station
show or concert, of which there juxtaposed by the musty _punting the couple scenic ~iles entertains a 40 mile radius,
were always many. One could dungeons filled with torture from Cambridge · to Grant- catering to a potential listening
choose to browse through the instruments, castle's lovely chester concluded by a dip in audience of one million.
Jacobs' own musical
fabulous selection of free gardens and its magnificent the cool Granta River;
museums, cruise the River peacocks. And Stratford-on- evens0ng and the charming preference while on the air
Thames, catch a piano concert A von home of William choir boys at King's College leans toward jazz. "Jazz is like a
at St. Matin's in the Fields or Shakespeare--the Royal Chapel. But why just read journey; it's different from
just stroll through Picadilly Shakespeare Theatre and the about Cambridge University in rock. Rock can be finite. A jazz
and Leiceister Square where relaxing gardens surrounding · all its elegance and beauty of artist expresses his life ·
the people themselves were an the Theatre and stretching immaculately tended gardens experiences. He funnels his
attraction. "I really enjoyed along the Avon river ·banks. - and comforting, ancient stone whole life into his art and it
London," student Mary According to Professor ~nd brick buildings? '
comes out in his work. To me
it's the whole universe." ·
Trowbridge says: "We went Hapgood, the progr,am

Copeland's, "You get more
with honey than with vinegar."
reveaJ'ed his changed coaching
philosophy.
"I think John did a good job
_in getting people to say'~Hi,"to
his teammate or cheering for
his teamm.a te,"said Boulanger.
"He had a lot of introverts and
they'll remember him most for
the way he got them involved."
Copeland said the most
important thing in his coaching
philosophy was always the
athlete.
"T-here were only 18 kids
when I moved in there," he
said. But I was able to see a big
turnaround and that's very
satisfying. It's nice.to look back
and say we did do a good job."

-------- ---WIL DCATS -------- - . - -SOCCER--

( co_ntinued from page 28)
Elizabeth Hardy, Maine's high to regain the lead, . Balducci uniform.
Sickels, a walk-on, thought
scorer last season who was held blanked the Bears the rest of
she could make the UNH ski
in check by the UNH defense. the way.
After the . game, as the team. She only hoped she could
"But they weren't what I
expected. A lot of them seemed freshmen earned the nets off play UNH field hockey.·
And how did she feel the day
the field (freshmen always have
young."
In the final minutes of the · t~ carry the nets off the field); she reported to tryouts for a
half, Maine did threaten when Sickels was excused to talk to Division I field hockey
powerhouse?
_Margaret England and Carol reporters.
"I was nervous," she said.
The new kid on the block
Philbrick penetrated inside the
That was all. Then as an
circle, but Balducci turned didn't have much to say.about
· away four straight scoring bids. her ?eroics, which evened afterthought, she add 7d, -.. I
didn't feel as though I did that
Philbrick connected on a UNH s ·record at 1-1.
"There was a big rush on_ the much in the-first game."
screen shot wit.h 25 minutes
But Tuesday, she did all they
gone in the second half to spoil goal and I was t~ere at the nght
Balducci's shutout. After moment," s~e said, "".hen asked could ask of a first-year kid.
"She's really been coming
Cullinane's goal allowed UNH about her first goal m a UNH_

through," said Rilling about
her latest surprise. "She just
came in a week before camp
and stepped right in. She's
going ttle c!_ st rong P~Y.~L~'
/
When asked how she would
prepare for the next one an
outing t?day at Rutgers
College, Sickels said, "I'll rest
up and work hard."
And the rookie didn't say
anything more.

· ( continued from page 27)

starters returning from last
year's I0-4-3 season, Coach Bill
Rogers' squad is again in
contention for Division III
national honors.
,- - - - - - - - - - - -

_The New Hampshire

Council
Interfratern. ity
-

RUSH
OPEN
September 20 and 21st
-

MONDAY 8:00-10:00

TUESDAY 8:00-10:00

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Sigma Beta
Lamda Chi Alpha
Acacia
Kappa Sigma

Sigma Nu
Alpha -Gamma Rho
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Pi Kappa Alpha
Theta Chi

S_ee what the Greek system :has to offer!

Michigan connection ·clubs -ver~ont Wildcats
Led by the Michigan
connection at first and seco·n d
singles, the UNH women's
tennis team waltzed to an 8-1
trouncing of the University of
Vermont Wednesday.
Freshman Amy Walsh, one
of four Michigan players on the
va[$ity squad, overpowered the
gutsy play of Gail Early at the
first singles position, 6-3, 7-5.
Walsh had the veteran Early
scrambling all over the court
throughout the match with her
powerful forehand and drop
shot tactics off the backhand.
Women's coach Russell
Mccurdy has high hopes for the freshman and feels after a
couple years experience Walsh
will play with the best in the
league.
.
The second half of the
Michigan connection, junior
Lee Robinson, downed Beanie
Frankiewice in short order 6-2, .1
6-3: Robinson, like Walsh,
overpowered her UVM
opponent with her strong
backcourt game.
Junior Beth Howley
continued the sweep of the
singles matches by stopping
Sue Stein 6-2, 7-5. Mccurdy
characterized HoWley's game
as unorthadoxed but very
effective tennis.
At the fourth singles
position, Sharon Gibson, who
played at the same postition
last year, defeated Meg Gilgore
6-2, 6-3.
Senior Celeste Beliveau had
the closest match of the
Wildcat singles players. She
slipped by Sue Lewis of
Vermont 64, 6-7, 6-2. And at
the sixth singles postition
Shelley White, another
freshman, downed Sue Berman
6-1, 6-3.
Patti Crowe and Cindy Guay
continued the wipeout by

take .on

BC today
By Kent Cherrington
: The Eagles of Boston
College bring their No. 2
ranking to Durham this
afternoon to take on the
Wildcat men's soccer team. All
eleven Eagle starters are
returning from last season's 137-1 campaign, which present
quite a challenge for UNH. ·
The 'Cats are off to a good
~t2rt,

though, -after blanking

Bowdoin, 3-0, on Tuesday.
Senior co-captain George
Gaillardetz recorded his sixth
career shutout, and the Wildcat ·
offense tallied three times,
something they've done only
once in the previous two years.
"We have people who are
juniors who \re been playing
since they were freshmen," said
UNH head coach Bob Kullen.
. "They'v~ more than paid their
dues, and now they can have
more success."
These veterans include Jamie
Walters, wh_o had two assists
Tuesday, bettering his total
point production for the past
two seasons, Mike Pilot, who
scored UNH's third goal, and
Ron Fancy, who got the assist
on Pilot's goal.
,,
wi
,ifu..,•.../4MtH¥Jii~&....·0.t. '"'
Freshman Adrian Pfisterer,
CONCENTRATE: F;~hma~ Amy Walsh, the Wildcat's first si~gles playe~, slices a backhand
a Durham native and former
to her Vermont opponeil, in a winning effo!' Wednesday. Mens second smgles player Steve
Oyster River High standout,
Noble watches the play behind __the fence. (Tim Skeer P_ hoto)
scored UNH's first goal of the
season at the 32: 14 mark. ·
edging Holly Tomkins and " to Ruth Ber.tman and Dawn of Cathy Durfee and Margie Senior co-captain Scott
Lyndall Heyer 6-3, 3-6, .6-1.
Fagens~m 64,_6-3.
.
Gold.smith 3-6, 7-5, 6-2.
Reither made it 2-0 with 50
At the second doubles
And m the fmal match Chns
~1th a r_ecord of 1-0 the seconds left "in the first half.
postition, UNH lost their only Stanto~ - and Julie Robinson Wildcats will stay at h~me
Pilot closed out the scoring
point of tl)e day when Hilary won m th_ree sets over to~ay for a ma!~h agamst _ with eight minutes remaining in
Branch and Julie Beaulieu lost Vermont's_third doub!es tea_fil _ Middlebu_ry College_:_
the game, but it was Gaillardetz
keeping Bowdoin scoreless.
The senior goaltender, who had
a 1.35 goals against average last
year, shut out Bowdoin for the .
second consecutive season. He
Boulanger continued, ··r
was aided by some solid
think every athletic director in
defense by junior Kevin Reusch
the country would like to send
and sophomore Scott True.
kids to the big meets but there's
Gaillardetz had to make only
just no money in New
five saves.
Hampshire." .
"It's nice not to have to
T.J. Reever, who ran on
totally rely on George to make
Copeland's teams for f(?ur
the key saves," said K ullen.
years, said he recalls many
"Last year, he was forced to do
- meetings when the runners
that sometimes. Bowdoin is a
would be told that new
solid team, but they're not a
uniforms would have to wait
BC."
.:-_,
another year or thatthey would
UNH will have their hands ·
be responsible for their own
full against BC. Senior goalie _
transportation to a national
-, Gordie Farkoh posted eight
meet.
shutouts and a 1.14 goals
"They were always ·cutting
against average last year. In .
his budget," said Reever. "It
addition, juniors Peter
was almost like they were
Dorfman and Jay Hutchins
saying, 'If you can win on this
combined for 14 goals and 16
much see if you can keep
assists last season, more than winning if we only give you this
the entire UNH squad.
much."
Despite the financial
Junior forward Tim Linehan
problems, like the new
is still · out and sophomore .
uniforms the teams had to buy
starter Mike Daley is
for themselves last fall or the
questionable for today's game,
time Copeland put up a couple
but Kullen says the team is
of his runners in his parents'
optimistic. 'They (UNH) feel
house on the way to the Penn
pretty good about themselves,
Relays - in Philadelphia last
so they're just going tq_go out ·
spring, Copeland did not let it
and play as well as they can,"
affect his program ..
K ullen said.
- "He demanded a lot," said
After today's game, the
Reever. "He made you feel like
· Wildcats will only get a bdef
you were a scholarship
,_rest before returning to action
athlete."
on_ Sunday. They will• be ·
CRACK- Wfldcat fQrward Tim Linehan(7) and company will
Boulanger, who first got a . take;-on Boston College
hosting Division III powertoday at home.
taste of Copeland when he was
Boulanger said. However, he house Babson College~
bounced out of his track and communicate better.
"He was more intense here in said a favorite saying of - national champions two of the
-field class as a sophomore at
past three Y.ears. With six
UNH , said Copeland develop- his first couple of years that COPELAND
26
anyone
.
I've
ever
met,"
'page
·
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ed as <!- coach as h~arned to
1
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Two-time Coach-of-the-Year·leaves
By Todd Balf
John Copeland didn't want
to leave UNH.
He still likes the school, loves
the state and especially misses
his track and cross country
program, buih during his nine
years as head coach.
But there were professional
reasons which forced the twotime New England Coach-ofthe-Year to relocate his
program to Kingston, R.I., at
the University of Rhode Island.
Professional reasons like an
extra $5,000 over his salary at
UNH; $50,000 worth of
scholarship funds in com parison to one at UNH; two full
time assistant coaches and
three work study students to
help in ·the office.
That help isn't affordable at
UNH.
"The support wasn't there,"
said the 37-year-old Copeland
over the phone this week. "It
basically has to do with an
inadequate budget at UNH. It's
an unfortunate situation in
which you don't have the tools
to do the job."
Boulanger said he had the
feeling Copeland was ready for
a new challenge as a coach, one
without limitations.
"I think he asked himself,
'How much better coach am I
and what can I do with the real
good kid ," he said. "Not being
able to get something for your
kids becomes discouraging
after a while."
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Sports
Frosh Sickels shines
sophomore Mary Ellen
Cullinane when she banged
home a beautiful cross-field
pass from midfielder Laurie
_
Leary.
But it was Sickels who saved
the ball from rolling out of
bounds on the endline and
relayed the ball to Leary.
When asked how she felt
about the big play, the rookie,
like most freshmen, was short
on words. ·
"It was fun," she simply said.
Sickels, who came to UNH
person thi~ yca1 who cnn 0 ot uo to be l'l ~k-it>r. ta Hied· her first
that big goal," Rilling said. career goal on a rebound off
"We have to press and hope to goalie Cheryle Kimball's pads.
While Sickels was doing the
get them on corners."
"We could be dark horses damage on offense, freshman
this year," she continued. "But Patty Heap teamed with senior
everyone is worried about us tri-captain Shelly Lively to
when they play us. We are a stifle the Black Bears on
team that can always come up defense.
UNH netminder Robin
with surprises."
The surprise in this one was Balducci didn't even field a shot
Sickels. The Farmington, on net until there was less than
Maine native scored UNH's five minutes left in the first half. ,
Up until that point, Maine
first goal in the closing minutes
of the first half, and although it - played lackluster, tentative
won't show up in the stats, she midfield hockey.
"I was intimidated before I
help set up the deciding goal in
even got out there," said ·
the second half.
The game-winner, coming at
_31 minutes, was supplied by WILD CA TS, page 26

By Jackie MacMullan
She said it hasn't hit her yet.
The first career goal, the
starting slot, or the sudden
notoriety from the last game.
Freshman Jill Sickels isn't
quite sure what to make of it
all. But head field hockey coach
Jean Rilling is. This year's team
is going to rely on freshmen to
come through in crucial
moments, and Sickels did just
that in the 'Cats 2-1 victory
over Maine Tuesday.
"We don't have that one

WHIFF - The Wildcats miss a scoring chance against Maine Tuesday but UNH went on to
tally- two goals in its 2-1 victory. (Tim Skeer photo)

By Steve Damish

Scoziting around for· a Terrier gameplan
The projector whirred in .the back of the room as
it directed its flickering beam of light over the
Boston University football coaches and onto the
screen. It showed Holy Cross playing UNH.
"Watch this HC guy nail their quarter,b ack,"said
the BU scout to the coac.hing staff. "Bamm!
Unbelievable, huh? We11 have no problem shutting
their offense down."
TheBU head coach glanced back at the camera
operator.
"That's enough, Pete. Maybe we11 see some more
later."
"Well," said the scout, "What do you think? We
pound away at the QB like HC did and stuff their
entire offense. Then we send Gregg Drew right
through the middle, again and again. He got 158
yards last year, and this time Steve Doig won't be
there to stop him,"
"Drew's not starting," said another of the Terrier
coaches, "and we hope he doesn't have to play at
all."

·

"His ankle still botherfng hi_m?" asked the scout.

"Yup," said the coach. ""'It's pretty tender."
"Damn. Well, you're probably right, we won't
.
need him anyway."
"We're not saying we WON'T need him," replied
the coach. "We're saying that we HOPE we don't
need him."
The coaches and the scout were silent. Each knew
what the others were thinking about.
Last years 10-8 loss to UNH.
"How do you stop things like that from
happening?" muttered a coach.
"The game last year?" replied the head coach.
"What else?"
"It was a fluke," said the scout. "What did we
have, 236 total yards against their 129?"
~'Yup."

"So what are you guys worried about? We11 gain
more than that against them this year. Doig is gone.
Their defense is young."
"Who's playing where he was now?" asked a
coach.
"Last weekend Mike Dubois and Brian
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Last week the crack staff of The New Hampshire fell to the Old Grad but our guest Leigh
Montville edged him to force the pld Grad to dig into his pockets for a $50 donation to the 100
Club. This weeks guest is Bob Lobel, sports broadcaster for WBZ-TV.

Mikolajczyk filled the linebacker positions," said
the scout. "But ~his week, Bowes is going with Peter
~,.'~are a~d Al Souza. They're all solid players, but
m my mmd the one guy we should worry about is
Souza. He came on late against HC."
"Souza," replied a coach. "Didn't he play last..."
"Did I say 'worry about', "interrupted the scount.
"HC, if I must remind you, netted 381 yards against
these guys. And 28 points."
"I don't care what they did," said the head coach.
"UNH's offense is strong this year. That game was a
fluke. But I'd like to see some more of it anyway.
Pete!"
"Yea."
"Let's see the third quarter."
"Sure thing."
The projector again illuminated the screen. One
of the coaches-nervously tapped his fingers against
his chair, breaking the silence.
"UNH didn't let them score in this quai;ter ~id
" '·
they?" he asked.
"No," said the scout. "But UNH didn't score
either. As you can see, UNH is still using its fo·ur--,
four defense. Oh,yea, this guy here might bother
· ·# ·
0ur passing."
"That's Arnold Garron, right?"
. "Yup,~• sa_id the scout. "He's got two
mtercept10ns m two games, but I wouldn't worry
about him."
"Why not?" asked a coach.
"I just wouldn't, that's all."
"You can cut it, Pete," said the head coach. "I've
s~ea enough for today. Does anybody have any
fmal comments?"
"'I just want to say that this opener should be
ours," said the scout.
"Well think what you want, "said the head coach.
"Let's get out of here. I,ll see everybody on the
practice field"
The coach left the room. The scout followed.
"What do you want?" said the coach. "Do you
have some more optimistic news for me?"
"No," said the scout. "ljust wanted to know what
we'd do if the game, by some far-out chance, was
close "
"What else? We'd hope for the best," said the
coach. "Oh yea, and we'd put Drew in."

